
Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
-47 -47 ( negative forty seven = 20 = -23 = 20 )
truth is out to get you -47
veil not your vices in virtuous words -47 (AL II:52)

-38 -38
( negative thirty eight = 34 = -20 = 6 = -10 = 32 = -32 = -3 
= 43 = 0 )

four zero two six -38 -4026
my house is your prison -38
trustworthiness -38
virtuosity -38

-29 -29
( negative thirty eight = 34 = -20 = 6 = -10 = 32 = -32 = -3 
= 43 = 0 )

hurry up -29
show thy star splendour, O Nuit -29 (AL III:38)
sorrows -29
surmount -29
word to your mother -29
worry -29
you must respond -29
you must start somewhere -29
-20 -20 ( negative twenty = 6 = -10 = 32 = -32 = -3 = 43 = 0 )
consistency proves truth -20
controversy -20
Country First -20

hypertrophy -20

(excessive development of an organ or part; specifically 
increase in bulk (as by thickening of muscle fibers) without 
multiplication of parts; exaggerated growth or complexity)

I am above you and in you. My ecstacy is in yours. My 
joy is to see your joy -20 (AL I:13)
lust of result -20
my heart misses yours -20
mystery is the enemy of truth -20
opossum -20
outermost -20
pretty -20
pretty boy -20
puny -20
rose quartz -20
scurry -20
sorors -20
strong guy -20
Syr -20 (Name for Freya in her aspect as the Golden Sow)
TOPY -20 (Temple Of Psychick Youth)



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

thirty-six paths -20

(Revelations 13:18; This passage suggests the he that 
has understanding, in other words one who gains insight 
into the nature of self in the image of true Understanding 
(Binah) should be able to understand the structure of man, 
and in this true Wisdom (Chockmah). The New English 
Qabalah is structured with ten spheres and 26 paths. 
Traditionally, there were 22 paths, and along these ten 
spheres were called the Thirty Two Paths of Widsom. The 
summation of the 32 paths was one of many mathematical 
formulas used by Hebrew Rabbis for centuries. The 
English Qabalah therefore has thirty six paths of wisdom. 
When you apply this forumula to The New English 
Qabalah, the summation of the number 36 (1+2+3+4...
+36) is the number 666. This suggests that the very 
structure of the New English Qabalah reresents the final 
and complete structure of man desrcibed in Revelations in 
the Bible. from "Dyothelemic Christianity: Etterian English 
Qabalah" by Christopher Etter)

truest of true -20
truth tortures a fool -20
uterus -20
vortex -20
we must shake you to wake you -20
XX -20 (20; two X chromazomes: female)
you never know -20
-11 -11 ( negative eleven = 50 = 4 = -4 = 25 = -9 = 43 = 0 )
allow us to set you free -11
anonymous -11

Ansuz -11
(4th Rune for Signals, Communication, Speaking, 
Inspiration)

authority -11
buys -11
by-ways -11
consume my words -11
continuous -11
exposure -11
fight for your soul -11
foot stool -11
for why? -11
for ye know not love -11 (Liber Cheth)
gratuitous -11
guru -11
holy spirit -11

Horus -11

(Heru-ra-ha; Horus is one of the oldest and most 
significant deities in ancient Egyptian religion, who was 
worshipped from at least the late Predynastic period 
through to Greco-Roman times. Different forms of Horus 
are recorded in history and these are treated as distinct 
gods by Egypt specialists. These various forms may 
possibly be different perceptions of the same multi-layered 
deity in which certain attributes or syncretic relationships 
are emphasized, not necessarily in opposition but 
complementary to one another, consistent with how the 
Ancient Egyptians viewed the multiple facets of reality. He 
was most often depicted as a falcon, most likely a lanner 
or peregrine, or as a man with a falcon head

hurt -11



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
I want out -11
insult -11
irony -11
iyoku -11
LITLLUW -11 (Love Is The Law Love Under Will)
look out -11
loony -11
Lord Zurvan -11 (Ancient god of time)
lotto winner -11
LXXVIII -11 -78
martyr -11
most -11
Mour -11 (The Key Of David)
Mummu -11 (Sumerian name for the planet Mercury)
nitwit -11
Novus Ordo Seclorum -11 (Latin: new world order)

Nox -11
(Roman goddess of night; daughter of Erebus; counterpart 
of Greek Nyx)

oh, how you sing -11
out of tune -11
ovary -11
overgrowth -11
Ox -11
physiology -11
prostration -11
psuedonyms -11
purify -11
push up and turn -11
put it to good use -11
putting you to shame -11
quietly -11
quit -11
restless thoughts -11
result -11

revolution -11

(the overthrow of a government by those who are 
governed; a drastic and far-reaching change in ways of 
thinking and behaving; a single complete turn: axial or 
orbital)

rot -11
run -11
scrotum -11
security is pointless -11
severity -11
Sirius -11 (the dog star)
sisters -11
six pm -11
soul -11
spiritualist -11
spouse -11
spunk -11



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
st. -11
sterility -11
stove -11
stressed out -11
style -11
summit -11
sun serpent -11
sunburn -11
supper -11
surpasses -11
suspicious -11
swirl -11
the light up your ass really hurts -11
the whole story -11
thirty six initiations -11 (to completion, 33+3=36 as well)
this will set you straight -11
thy will -11
thy -11
torn down -11
torn -11
Tower -11 (16th Tarot Trump, Eye of God)
ulterior motives -11
Uroboros -11 (Latinized Form Of Ouroboros)
Venus -11 (goddess of love)
victorious -11
virtue -11
vitrify -11
wary -11
west -11
will you deny this? -11
wipe out -11
wise guy -11
witness -11
work -11
worldly -11
written -11

Y -11

(the 25th letter of the Roman alphabet; a silvery metallic 
element that is common in rare-earth minerals; used in 
magnesium and aluminum alloys: yttrium)

you will know who I am -11

Zoroaster -11
(Greek rendering of Zarathustra, traditional founder and 
prophet of Zoroastrianism)

-2 -2

Aiwazz -2

(Aiwass; the name given to a voice that English occultist 
Aleister Crowley claimed to have heard on April 8, 9, and 
10 in 1904. Crowley claimed that this voice, which he 
considered originated with a discarnate intelligence, 
dictated The Book of the Law (or Liber AL vel Legis) to 
him)

Aniyunwiya -2
(called the "principal people" by their own Cherokee tribes; 
Tsalagi)



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

Anunitu -2

(An early Babylonian goddess of the moon who was 
symbolized by a disk with eight rays. She was later 
merged with Ishtar)

anyhow -2
armour -2
arsons -2

Arthur -2

(a 6th-century king of the Britons who presided over the 
knights of the Round Table. He may or may not have been 
an actual person)

arts -2
astute -2
biopsy -2
blossoms -2
bound by truth -2
bout -2
bratty -2
brow -2
brown -2
browser -2
brutality -2
bully -2
butter -2
choose your destiny -2

Choronzon -2

(a demon or devil that originated in writing with the 16th-
century occultists Edward Kelley and John Dee within the 
latter's occult system of Enochian magic. In the 20th 
century he became an important element within the 
mystical system of Thelema, founded by Aleister Crowley, 
where he is the Dweller in the Abyss, believed to be the 
last great obstacle between the adept and enlightenment. 
Thelemites believe that if he is met with proper 
preparation, then his function is to destroy the ego, which 
allows the adept to move beyond the Abyss of occult 
cosmology)

conquest -2
contrary -2
countless -2
cover-up -2
cut -2
cunt -2
deez nuts -2
Desert Storm -2 (Gulf War)
Erot -2
excursion -2
exert -2
exterior -2
extraneous -2
first -2
Fortify it! -2 (AL III:5)
four-fold system -2
Freyr -2 (Alternate spelling of the name of the god Frey)
gestures -2
get out of the wormwood -2



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
guest -2
hollowness -2
holly -2
hunter -2
hyper -2

hypnotized -2
(having your attention fixated as though by a spell; put into 
a trance state)

into -2
incongruous -2
intersex -2
IOT -2 (Illuminates Of Thanatheros)
Irvington -2 (city in NJ)

Ishkur -2
(a guide attempting to depict the chronological order of 
electronic music genres' appearance)

ISP -2 (Internet Service Provider)

keystone -2

(the wedge-shaped stone piece at the apex of a masonry 
vault or arch, which is the final piece placed during 
construction and locks all the stones into position, allowing 
the arch to bear weight)

kiss -2
knower -2
lavatory -2
lily -2
listen to me now -2
lover -2
lucky -2
Lucretius -2
matrimony -2

mazzaroth -2

(a hapax legomenon (i.e. a word appearing only once in a 
text) of the Hebrew Bible, found in Job 38:31-32. The 
similar word mazalot in 2 Kings 23:3-5 may be related. 
The word's precise meaning is uncertain but its context is 
that of astronomical constellations, and it is often 
interpreted as a term for the zodiac or the constellations 
thereof. In Yiddish, the term mazalot came to be used in 
the sense of "astrology" in general, surviving in the 
expression "mazel tov," meaning: good luck)

mental institutions -2
momentum -2
money -2
noon -2

Odur -2
(Husband of Freya and father of Hnossa. Odur left Freya 
to roam the earth)

Ogoun -2
(an Orisha, Loa, and Vodun, who is a warrior and a 
powerful spirit of metal work)

ok, so you don't like it -2
oppose -2
optimism -2
overturned -2
oxen -2



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

P -2

(the 16th letter of the Roman alphabet; a multivalent 
nonmetallic element of the nitrogen family that occurs 
commonly in inorganic phosphate rocks and as organic 
phosphates in all living cells; is highly reactive and occurs 
in several allotropic forms: phosphorus)

pasture -2

peyote -2
(a small, spineless cactus with psychoactive alkaloids, 
particularly mescaline)

pilot -2
pool -2
possessing -2
prevent -2
prisoner -2

profundum -2
(Latin: deepness, distance downward, distance inward, 
drop, vertical extent, profundity)

promises -2
prostate -2
protectively -2
psi -2
psycho -2

Psychonaut -2

(from the Greek psyche "soul/spirit/mind" and nautes 
"sailor/navigator" a sailor of the mind/soul refers both to a 
methodology for describing and explaining the subjective 
effects of altered states of consciousness, including those 
induced by meditation or mind-altering substances, and to 
a research paradigm in which the researcher voluntarily 
immerses himself or herself into an altered mental state in 
order to explore the accompanying experiences)

pyroblast -2
quarter -2
quiet -2
quite -2
ray -2
rituals -2
river -2
round -2
rune -2
salt mixed with sulphur -2
scorpions -2
sermonizer -2
Set -2
sexiness -2
should not -2
skew-wise -2
slept -2
smokers -2
smote -2
SNUD -2 (Sudden Neonatal Unexplained Death)
so what -2
solar power -2
son of the sun -2
spiritual union -2



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
stairs -2
star -2
statue -2
still -2
subversive -2
Suhurmash -2 (Sumerian word for Capricorn)
suppressed -2
Surrealist -2

swamp -2

(low land that is seasonally flooded; has more woody 
plants than a marsh and better drainage than a bog; a 
situation fraught with difficulties and imponderables)

sweet -2
swimmer -2
symbol -2
temper tantrum -2
the ox -2
the current of truth -2
the dolorous stroke -2
the four worlds -2 (Atziluth, Briah, Yetzirah, and Assiah)
the Holy spirit -2
the Tower -2 (Tower; Atu XVI; House of God)
the way is powerful -2
they -2
this is not a play on words -2 thirty three (33)
tranquilizer -2
transfusion -2
transmission -2
transmit -2
treasure hunt -2
tricky -2
trinos secret -2
truth overturns falsehood -2
try or die -2
turn off -2
twenty eight -2 -28
twenty eleven -2 -2011
two together -2
upinya -2
useless -2
vampyre -2
vast door -2

Voodoo -2

(Louisiana Voodoo, sometimes known as New Orleans 
Voodoo; Haitian Vodou; West African Vodun; Dominican 
Vudu)

Vouruskasha -2

(The world ocean in Zoroastrian cosmology; it is also the 
sea deity. Also, the heavenly lake whose waters supply 
the world and in the middle of which grows the Tree of 
Life)

waitress -2
waits -2



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
wallow -2
want -2
warm front -2
waters -2
weeny -2
whirlpool -2
wights -2 (Spirits that inhabit the land around us)
wings -2
word play -2
world -2
world war -2
writing -2

Yod -2

(Yodh also spelled Yud, Yod, Jod, or Jodh is the tenth 
letter of many Semitic alphabets, including Phoenician, 
Aramaic, Hebrew Yud and Arabic Ya (in abjadi order, 28th 
in modern order). Its sound value is /j/ in all languages for 
which it is used; in many languages, it also serves as a 
long vowel, representing /iː/. The Phoenician letter gave 
rise to the Greek Iota (Ι), Latin I, J, Cyrillic І. As Yud is the 
smallest letter, much kabbalistic and mystical significance 
is attached to it. According to the Gospel of Matthew 
Jesus mentioned it during the Antithesis of the Law when 
he says: "One jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass from 
the law, till all be fulfilled." Jot, or iota, refers to the letter 
Yud; it was often overlooked by scribes because of its size 
and position as a mater lectionis. In modern Hebrew, the 
phrase "tip of the Yud" refers to a small and insignificant 
thing, and someone who "worries about the tip of a Yud" is 
someone who is picky and meticulous about small details. 
Much kabbalistic and mystical significance is also attached 
to it because of its gematria value as ten, which is an 
important number in Judaism, and its place in the name of 
God)

you and your big mouth -2
you'll see -2
ye -2
zero point energy -2 (free energy, monatomic element, white gold powder)
2 2 ( two = -16 = 31 = -8 = 50 = 4 = -4 = 25 = -9 = 43 = 0 )
aethyrs 2
allows 2
anonym 2 (an assumed or false name)

anthropology 2
(the social science that studies the origins and social 
relationships of human beings)

ants 2
any 2

Apollyon 2

(The Hebrew term Abaddon, and its Greek equivalent 
Apollyon, appear in the Bible as both a place of 
destruction and an angel. In the Hebrew Bible, abaddon is 
used with reference to a bottomless pit, often appearing 
alongside the place (sheol), meaning the realm of the 
dead. In the New Testament Book of Revelation, an angel 
called Abaddon is described as the king of an army of 
locusts; his name is first transcribed in Greek (Revelation 
9:11 "whose name in Hebrew is Abaddon"), and then 
translated "which in Greek means the Destroyer")

ardours 2
arrays 2



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
assert 2
assess 2
asters 2
astronomer 2
atrium 2

augur 2
(in ancient Rome, a religious official who interpreted 
omens to guide public policy; indicate by signs)

Aur (Ayn Sof Aur, Negative Existence) 2
autumnal equinox 2
Autumnite 2
axon 2
Ayn (Ayn Sof Aur, Negative Existence) 2
berry 2
bow 2
browse 2
brush 2
bunkum 2
by appointment only 2
by-laws 2
by-pass 2
Chaturmurti 2 (a form of the Hindu god Vishnu)
colors 2
constraints 2
contest 2
cosmology 2
corpulent 2
cup 2
Cytosine 2 (One of 4 basic structures of deoxyribonucleic acid)
deify my words 2
desirous 2
destiny 2
dissolves 2
do not 2
dolly 2
droop 2
drunk 2
EU 2 (European Union)
emotions 2
employment 2

Eostre 2

(or Ostara is a Germanic divinity who, by way of the 
Germanic month bearing her name is the namesake of the 
festival of Easter. Ēostre is attested solely by Bede in his 
8th-century work The Reckoning of Time, where Bede 
states that during the month of April pagan Anglo-Saxons 
had held feasts in Eostre's honor, but that this tradition 
had died out by his time, replaced by the Christian 
Paschal month, a celebration of the resurrection of Jesus; 
Goddess of the dawn, spring fecundity, love and carnal 
pleasure; Rabbits due to Freya)

equality 2
Erzulie 2



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
ESP 2 (Extra Sensory Perception)
excuses 2
exertion 2
extra 2
eyes 2
fertility 2
fireworks 2
fist 2
fluffy bunny 2
foul 2
four corners 2
Frey 2 (Norse god of fertility, rain, and sunshine)
further 2
girt 2
glory and victory 2
GMT 2 (Greenwich Meridian Time)
gonna put a hex on you 2
governess 2
groom 2
holy intercourse with Jesus Christ 2
horizontal 2
house 2
however 2
hover 2
hypnotic 2
I see your tears 2
if you don't get it that's your problem 2
intent 2
invitations 2
IQ 2 (Intelligence Quotient)
Ji Nu 2 (a Chinese star goddess)
John Kerry 2

Jupiter 2

(the fifth planet from the Sun and the largest planet in the 
Solar System. Jupiter or Jove is the king of the gods and 
the god of sky and thunder in myth. Jupiter was the chief 
deity of Roman state religion throughout the Republican 
and Imperial eras, until Christianity became the dominant 
religion of the Empire. In Roman mythology, he negotiates 
with Numa Pompilius, the second king of Rome, to 
establish principles of Roman religion such as sacrifice)

Kentucky 2 (15th state; the Bluegrass State)
Khu 2
kisses 2
kisses of Nu 2
knockout 2
knoweth 2
Kristen 2
KRS ONE 2



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

L 2

(the 12th letter of the Roman alphabet; a metric unit of 
capacity equal to the volume of 1 kilogram of pure water at 
4 degrees centigrade and 760 mm of mercury (or 
approximately 1.76 pints); a cgs unit of illumination equal 
to the brightness of a perfectly diffusing surface that emits 
or reflects one lumen per square centimeter (lambert); the 
cardinal number that is the product of ten and five)

Lewis 2
lords 2
love 2
low men 2
making your pupils constrict 2
Matt 2
mighty 2
minute 2
Miss Piggy 2
more openly 2
Morgoth 2 (Dark Lord of the First Age; "Black Foe of the World")
most essentially 2
motivation 2
NAEQ system 2 (New Aeon English Qabala)
naivety 2
nanny 2
nay 2
New Jeru 2
New Jersey 2 (3rd state; the Garden State)
ninety-seven 2 -97
nocturne 2 (In music, a night piece or serenade)
noose 2
novel 2
occult forums 2
our lady 2
partying 2
pawn 2
pills 2
pimp 2
plants 2
play 2
Playboy 2
PMCV 2 (Latin: Per Me Caeci Vident: Through Me The Blind See)
poems 2
portal 2
potentiality 2
permutation 2
pristine 2
prone 2
prophet's pen 2
prove yourself ready 2
Qi 2 (Chinese name for bio energy, found within the blood)



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

quark 2

(hypothetical truly fundamental particle in mesons and 
baryons; there are supposed to be six flavors of quarks 
(and their antiquarks) - up, down, and strange, which 
come in pairs; each has an electric charge of +2/3 or -1/3)

resolve 2
restraint 2
reunion 2
revoking 2
roof 2
rope 2
rota 2
rotted 2

R'lyeh 2

(a sunken non-Euclidean city located deep under the 
Pacific Ocean and is where the godlike being Cthulhu is 
buried)

seamstress 2
Sephirot 2
seventy-five 2 -75
seventy-nine 2 -79
seventy-three 2 -73
she who moves 2
Shriners 2
signs 2
sixteen 2 -16
sleepy 2
slough 2 (shed your skin)
smart ass 2
so long 2
Sof 2 (Ayn Sof Aur, Negative Existence)
spiritual strength 2
spiritual wisdom 2

spiritualism 2

(the belief that the spirits of dead people can communicate 
with people who are still alive (especially via a medium); 
any doctrine that asserts the separate existence of God)

splendour 2
star sanctuary 2 (12x12= 144, the primum mobile, or houses of the zodiac)
starving 2
stop hiding truth 2
strike 2
stunned to reality 2
sunlight 2
superglue 2
supernatural 2
surpassing one's limits 2
swank 2
sweat 2
switch 2
taro 2
temptations 2
the equinox 2



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
the flower of youth 2
the gospel truth 2
The Lovers 2 (Atu VI)
the power 2
the spirit 2
the symbols 2
the way 2
their horror 2
then Will stops & does nought 2 (AL II:30)
think for yourself 2
thou shalt 2
thoughtful 2
throat 2
toe 2
tongue 2
top brass 2
Tori Amos 2
total 2
tramp 2
transcript 2
transform 2

Tula 2

(East Indian name for the Zodiac sign Libra. An ancient 
city in Mexico. Also described as the "center point of 
Heaven")

turned 2
unassuming 2
undo 2
utopia 2
valor 2
vessel 2
VII 2 -7
visitation 2
waste 2
what do you think? 2
white stone 2
woeful 2
woke 2
write unto us the ordeals 2 (AL I:33)



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

Xeper 2

(Khepri was connected with the scarab beetle (kheprer), 
because the scarab rolls balls of dung across the ground, 
an act that the Egyptians saw as a symbol of the forces 
that move the sun across the sky. Khepri was thus a solar 
deity. Young dung beetles, having been laid as eggs 
within the dung ball, emerge from it fully formed. 
Therefore, Khepri also represented creation and rebirth, 
and he was specifically connected with the rising sun and 
the mythical creation of the world. The Egyptians 
connected his name with the Egyptian language verb 
kheper, meaning "develop" or "come into being". Kheper, 
or (Xeper) is a transcription of an ancient Egyptian word 
meaning to come into being, to change, to occur, to 
happen, to exist, to bring about, to create, etc. 
Egyptologists typically transliterate the word as 
pronounced. Both Kheper and Xeper possess the same 
phonetic value and are pronounced as: kheffer)

Xtian 2
ya 2 (Arabic for "Oh")
Yahweh borrows will 2
years 2

Yesod 2

(the Foundation; a sephirah in the kabbalistic Tree of Life. 
Yesod is the sephirah below Hod and Netzach, and above 
Malkuth (the kingdom). It is the vehicle, from one thing or 
condition to another. It is the power of connection)

Zam 2
(In old-Iranian (Avestan) mythology, Zam is the deified 
earth. He is one of the Yazata)

zenith 2

Zohar 2

(Hebrew "Splendor" or "Radiance" is the foundational work 
in the literature of Jewish mystical thought known as 
Kabbalah. It is a group of books including commentary on 
the mystical aspects of the Torah (the five books of 
Moses) and scriptural interpretations as well as material 
on mysticism, mythical cosmogony, and mystical 
psychology. The Zohar contains a discussion of the nature 
of God, the origin and structure of the universe, the nature 
of souls, redemption, the relationship of Ego to Darkness 
and "true self" to "The Light of God", and the relationship 
between the "universal energy" and man. Its scriptural 
exegesis can be considered an esoteric form of the 
Rabbinic literature known as Midrash, which elaborates on 
the Torah)

11 11 ( eleven = 21 = -15 = 62 = -43 = 29 = -9 = 43 = 0 )
about 11
adz 11

Aeolus 11

(In Greek mythology, the ruler of the winds. A name 
shared by three mythical characters. These three 
personages are often difficult to tell apart, and even the 
ancient mythographers appear to have been perplexed 
about which Aeolus was which. Diodorus Siculus made an 
attempt to define each of these three (although it is clear 
that he also became muddled), and his opinion is followed 
here. Briefly, the first Aeolus was a son of Hellen and 
eponymous founder of the Aeolian race; the second was a 
son of Poseidon, who led a colony to islands in the 
Tyrrhenian Sea; and the third Aeolus was a son of 
Hippotes who is mentioned in Odyssey and the Aeneid as 
the Keeper of the Winds. All three men named Aeolus 
appear to be connected genealogically, although the 
precise relationship, especially regarding the second and 
third Aeolus, is often ambiguous)

alms 11



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
amuse 11
anoint 11
anteroom 11
antique 11
approval 11
arbors 11
around 11
arousal 11
arrive 11

Aset 11

(Isis' Egyptian pronunciation was more likely "Aset" or 
"Iset". Isis is a goddess from the polytheistic pantheon of 
Egypt. She was first worshiped in Ancient Egyptian 
religion, and later her worship spread throughout the 
Roman Empire and the greater Greco-Roman world)

ask 11
astonishment 11
astral lover 11
at last 11
attire 11
ATWA 11 (Air Trees Water Animals; All The Way Alive)
avidly 11
awaits 11
aye 11
bestir 11
big surprise 11
billow 11
bisque 11
bit 11
biters 11
blasts 11
bloody 11
blues 11
bo 11
bogeys 11
bon 11
boners 11
boom 11
botchy 11
both 11
bought 11
brainstorm 11
brass 11
brinks 11
Britney Spears 11
broods 11
bunchy 11



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

C 11

(the 3rd letter of the Roman alphabet; of a temperature 
scale that registers the freezing point of water as 0 
degrees C and the boiling point as 100 degrees C under 
normal atmospheric pressure (celsius, centigrade); a 
narcotic (alkaloid) extracted from coca leaves; used as a 
surface anesthetic or taken for pleasure; can become 
addictive; a general-purpose programing language closely 
associated with the UNIX operating system; a unit of 
electrical charge equal to the amount of charge transferred 
by a current of 1 ampere in 1 second; ten 10s; an 
abundant nonmetallic tetravalent element occurring in 
three allotropic forms: amorphous carbon and graphite 
and diamond; occurs in all organic compounds; one of the 
four nucleotides used in building DNA; all four nucleotides 
have a common phosphate group and a sugar (ribose); 
the speed at which light travels in a vacuum; the 
constancy and universality of the speed of light is 
recognized by defining it to be exactly 299,792,458 meters 
per second)

can you get over this? 11
certainty 11
company 11
Company Flow 11
consoler 11
constrictive 11
consuming 11
controversial 11
converse 11
cool 11
COTG 11
coven 11
craftwork 11
crosshairs 11
days from 11
deformity 11
destroyed 11
devouring 11
Dilmun 11
Dipset 11
disillusion 11

disir 11

(In Norse mythology ("ladies", singular: dis) a ghost, spirit 
or deity associated with fate who can be both benevolent 
and antagonistic towards mortal people. Disir may act as 
protective spirits of Norse clans. Their original function 
was possibly that of fertility goddesses who were the 
object of both private and official worship called disablot, 
and their veneration may derive from the worship of the 
spirits of the dead. The dísir, like the valkyries, norns, and 
vaettir, are almost always referred to collectively. The 
North Germanic disir and West Germanic Idisi are 
believed by some scholars to be related due to linguistic 
and mythological similarities, but the direct evidence of 
Anglo-Saxon and Continental German mythology is 
limited. The disir play roles in Norse texts that resemble 
those of fylgjur, valkyries, and norns, so that some have 
suggested disir is a broad term including the other beings)

disorderly 11
dispose 11



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
distant 11
division 11
Dmitri 11
dogs 11
don't doubt 11
doubtful 11
dying 11
dyke 11
east 11
Egyptian priestess 11
enamour 11
encounter 11
enthusiasm 11
evaluator 11
evil ones 11
expect 11
expressed 11
fairy 11
fall to your knees 11
fallout 11
fax 11
flying 11
foods 11
forthright 11
fraters 11
free soul 11
futile 11
gaseous 11
glamour 11
glowing 11
gnaw 11
gnomes 11
Gnostic 11
Gods 11
gore 11
guessing 11
gyrating 11
happy new year 11
haziness 11
he put my heart in motion 11
her 11
Hermit 11 (Atu IX)
hi 11
Hilary 11
historic 11
Horus liveth for his mother 11



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

Huginn 11

(In Norse mythology, Huginn (from Old Norse "thought") 
and Muninn (Old Norse "memory" or "mind") are a pair of 
ravens that fly all over the world, Midgard, and bring 
information to the god Odin. Huginn and Muninn are 
attested in the Poetic Edda, compiled in the 13th century 
from earlier traditional sources: the Prose Edda and 
Heimskringla, written in the 13th century by Snorri 
Sturluson; in the Third Grammatical Treatise, compiled in 
the 13th century by Olafr Thordarson; and in the poetry of 
skalds. The names of the ravens are sometimes modernly 
anglicized as Hugin and Munin.)

hunger 11
hypersphere 11
I gave you myself 11
ignores 11
immortal 11
impertinent 11
infest 11
intrinsic 11
invoking 11
IOTA 11 (Illuminates of Thanateros Americas section)

Iraq 11

(officially the Republic of Iraq, is the country is bordered by 
Turkey to the north, Iran to the east, Kuwait to the 
southeast, Saudi Arabia to the south, Jordan to the 
southwest, and Syria to the west. The southern part of Iraq 
is within the Arabian Peninsula. The capital, Baghdad, is in 
the centre of the country and its largest city. The largest 
ethnic groups in Iraq are Arabs and Kurds. Other ethnic 
groups include Assyrians, Turkmen, Shabakis, Yazidis, 
Armenians, Mandeans, Circassians, and Kawliya. Around 
95% of the country's 36 million citizens are Shia or Sunni 
Muslims, with Christianity, Yarsan, Yezidism, and 
Mandeanism also present)

is this over your head? 11
it is not known if it be known 11

Janos 11
(Janos Slynt, Commander of the City Watch in George 
Martin's A Song of Ice and Fire)

Jason 11
joker 11

Jotunheim 11

(From Jotunheimr, the giants menace the humans in 
Midgard and the gods in Asgard. The river Ifing (Old 
Norse, Ifingr) separates Asgard, the realm of the gods, 
from Jotunheimr, the land of giants. Gastropnir, the 
protection wall to the home of Menglad, and Thrymheimr, 
home of Thjazi, were both located in Jotunheimr, which 
was ruled by King Thrym. Glaesisvellir was a location in 
Jotunheimr, where lived the giant Gudmund, father of 
Hofund. Utgard was a stronghold surrounding the land of 
the giants)

joyous death 11
just a touch of love 11
justice 11
Kitabu r Ruh 11



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

Koran 11

(The Quran literally meaning "the recitation"; also 
romanized Qur'an or Koran) is the central religious text of 
Islam, which Muslims believe to be a revelation from God 
(Arabic: Allah). It is widely regarded as the finest piece of 
literature in the Arabic language. Quranic chapters are 
called suras and verses, ayahs. Muslims believe the 
Quran was verbally revealed by God to Muhammad 
through the angel Gabriel (Jibril), gradually over a period 
of approximately 23 years, beginning on 22 December 609 
CE, when Muhammad was 40, and concluding in 632, the 
year of his death. Muslims regard the Quran as the most 
important miracle of Muhammad, a proof of his 
prophethood, and the culmination of a series of divine 
messages that started with the messages revealed to 
Adam and ended with Muhammad. The word "Quran" 
occurs some 70 times in the text of the Quran, although 
different names and words are also said to be references 
to the Quran. According to the traditional narrative, several 
companions of Muhammad served as scribes and were 
responsible for writing down the revelations. Shortly after 
Muhammad's death, the Quran was compiled by his 
companions who wrote down and memorized parts of it. 
These codices had differences that motivated the Caliph 
Uthman to establish a standard version now known as 
Uthman's codex, which is generally considered the 
archetype of the Quran known today. There are, however, 
variant readings, with mostly minor differences in 
meaning)

let go 11
liars 11
lies 11
like thou 11
living 11
many mansions 11
marsupials 11
maze 11
meetest 11

Mem 11

(also spelled Meem or Mim is the thirteenth letter of the 
Semitic abjads, including Phoenician Mem , Hebrew Mem, 
Aramaic Mem , Syriac Mim, and Arabic Mim. Its value is 
[m]. The Phoenician letter gave rise to the Greek Mu (Μ), 
Latin M, and Cyrillic М. Mem is believed to derive from the 
Egyptian hieroglyphic symbol for water, which had been 
simplified by the Phoenicians and named after their word 
for water, mem, ultimately coming from Proto-Semitic 
*maʾ-/*may-)

metamorphosis 11
milk 11
mire 11
mischievous 11
mole 11
moronic 11
motorcycle 11
much 11
mutli-mind 11
multiple sclerosis 11
mutilate 11
natural 11



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
need truth 11
ninety five 11 -95
ninety nine 11 -99
ninety three 11 -93

Nibiru 11

(also transliterated Neberu, Nebiru is a term in the 
Akkadian language, translating to "crossing" or "point of 
transition", especially of rivers, i.e. river crossings or ferry-
boats. In Babylonian astronomy, Nibiru (in cuneiform 
spelled ne-be-ru or ni-bi-rum) is a term of the equinox and 
its associated astronomical object(s). Nibiru was 
considered the seat of the summus deus who shepherds 
the stars like sheep, in Babylon identified with Marduk. 
The establishment of the nibiru point is described in tablet 
5 of the creation epic Enuma Elis: “When Marduk fixed the 
locations (manzazu) of Nibiru, Enlil and Ea in the sky")

NITEIP 11 (Nothing Is True Everything Is Permitted)
no more tears 11
nothing 11
numbed out 11
number 11
nursing home 11
obsessive 11
occultism 11
of divine truth 11
ogre 11
oh my god 11
old 11
olfactory 11
Omicron 11
orgasm 11
orgies 11

Pan 11

(In Greek religion and mythology, Pan is the god of the 
wild, shepherds and flocks, nature of mountain wilds and 
rustic music, and companion of the nymphs. His name 
originates within the Ancient Greek language, from the 
word paein, meaning "to pasture"; the modern word 
"panic" is derived from the name. He has the hindquarters, 
legs, and horns of a goat, in the same manner as a faun or 
satyr. With his homeland in rustic Arcadia, he is also 
recognized as the god of fields, groves, and wooded 
glens; because of this, Pan is connected to fertility and the 
season of spring. The ancient Greeks also considered Pan 
to be the god of theatrical criticism)

path 11
phantom 11
philanthropist 11
photographs 11
pillars 11
pipsqueak 11
planets 11
platform 11
power grid 11
priapism 11
project 11



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

Ptah 11

(In Egyptian mythology, Ptah (Egyptian: ptḥ, probably 
vocalized as Pitah in ancient Egyptian) is the demiurge of 
Memphis, god of craftsmen and architects. In the triad of 
Memphis, he is the spouse of Sekhmet and the father of 
Nefertum. He was also regarded as the father of the sage 
Imhotep)

publish 11
purple beyond purple 11
questioned 11
quintessential 11

Ra-Hoor-Khu 11

(Heru (literally "Horus sun-flesh", among other possible 
meanings) is a composite deity within Thelema, a religion 
that began in 1904 with Aleister Crowley and his Book of 
the Law. Heru-ra-ha is composed of Ra-Hoor-Khuit and 
Hoor-paar-kraat)

reaps 11
registrar 11
regression 11
regret 11
religious 11
resourceful 11
retreat 11
revere 11
rid 11

Rind 11

(Rindr (Old Norse) or Rinda (Latin) (sometimes Anglicized 
Rind) is a female character in Norse mythology, 
alternatively described as a giantess, a goddess or a 
human princess from the east (somewhere in present-day 
Russia). She was impregnated by Odin and gave birth to 
the avenger of Baldr's death—in the Old Norse sources, 
Vali)

robes 11
rookie 11

Run DMC 11

(an American hip hop group from Hollis, Queens, New 
York, founded in 1981 by Joseph Simmons, Darryl 
McDaniels, and Jam Master Jay)

safety net 11

Saskatoon 11

(the largest city in the Canadian province of 
Saskatchewan. It is centrally located in the province and 
straddles the banks of the South Saskatchewan River. A 
cultural and economic hub of central and northern 
Saskatchewan, it is the largest city in the province and one 
of the fastest-growing in the country, with a civic 
population of 260,900 and an estimated metropolitan 
population of 305,000)

sate 11
satisfying 11
seat 11
security guard 11
senior citizens 11



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

Sgr A 11

(Sagittarius A or Sgr A is a complex radio source at the 
center of the Milky Way. It is located in the constellation 
Sagittarius, and is hidden from view at optical wavelengths 
by large clouds of cosmic dust in the spiral arms of the 
Milky Way. It consists of three components, the supernova 
remnant Sagittarius A East, the spiral structure Sagittarius 
A West, and a very bright compact radio source at the 
center of the spiral, Sagittarius A*. These three overlap: 
Sagittarius A East is the largest, West appears off-center 
within East, and A* is at the center of West)

shelter 11
Sheri 11

Shiva 11

(Siva, meaning "The Auspicious One" is one of the three 
major deities of Hinduism. He is the chief deity within 
Shaivism, one of the three most influential denominations 
in contemporary Hinduism. He is one of the five primary 
forms of God in the Smarta Tradition, and "the 
Transformer". At the highest level, Shiva is regarded as 
limitless, transcendent, unchanging and formless. Shiva 
also has many benevolent and fearsome forms. In 
benevolent aspects, he is depicted as an omniscient Yogi 
who lives an ascetic life on Mount Kailash, as well as a 
householder with wife Parvati and his two children, 
Ganesha and Kartikeya, and in fierce aspects, he is often 
depicted slaying demons. Shiva is also regarded as the 
patron god of yoga and arts. The main iconographical 
attributes of Shiva are the third eye on his forehead, the 
snake Vasuki around his neck, the adorning crescent 
moon, the holy river Ganga flowing from his matted hair, 
the trishula as his weapon and the damaru as his musical 
instrument. Shiva is usually worshiped in the aniconic form 
of Lingam. The worship of Shiva is a pan-Hindu tradition, 
practiced widely across all of India, Nepal, Sri Lanka and 
parts of Pakistan)

shrine 11
skeleton 11
Skidoo 11
slam 11
slave 11
smallest 11
sober 11
soldiers 11
solid 11
something stupid 11
sorcerer 11
Spare 11 (Austin Osman; Austin O, AO)
spear 11
spirit road 11
Sraosa 11
Stephen 11
still waters run deep 11
subdivision 11
suckle upon the night sky 11
Sunday bloody Sunday 11
surefire 11
swelling 11
symbiotic 11



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
tall 11
tamper 11
third 11
TANJ 11 (There Ain't No Justice)
thanks teas 11
THC 11 (Tetrahydrocannabinol)
the dump 11
the secret sun 11
theft 11
third 11
this is the number 11
this must mean over and out 11
this number 11
this will open those eyes 11
tiger 11
to speak 11
today is the day to start 11
tornado 11
transfer 11
translation 11
transmitted 11
traveler 11

Trojan horse 11

(a tale from the Trojan War about the subterfuge that the 
Greeks used to enter the city of Troy and win the war. In 
the canonical version, after a fruitless 10-year siege, the 
Greeks constructed a huge wooden horse, and hid a 
select force of men inside. The Greeks pretended to sail 
away, and the Trojans pulled the horse into their city as a 
victory trophy. That night the Greek force crept out of the 
horse and opened the gates for the rest of the Greek 
army, which had sailed back under cover of night. The 
Greeks entered and destroyed the city of Troy, decisively 
ending the war)

true happiness 11
tumble 11
tuned in 11
twelve is three 11
two hundred ten 11 -210

Uia 11

(the name of a narrow valley and small bay on the central 
eastern coast of Fatu Hiva. The well-watered valley, the 
largest on the east coast of the island, is about 1.3 km 
wide at its mouth, with steep ridges on all sides. In 1937 
and 1938, the Norwegian archaeologist and explorer Thor 
Heyerdahl and his first wife Liv spent their honeymoon (a 
year and a half) primarily in this valley. The book, Fatu 
Hiva, describes their adventures)

ultimate 11
undone 11
unearth 11
united 11



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

United States 11

(The United States of America (USA), commonly referred 
to as the United States (U.S.) or America, is a federal 
republic composed of 50 states, the federal district of 
Washington, D.C., five major territories, and various 
possessions. The 48 contiguous states and Washington, 
D.C., are in central North America between Canada and 
Mexico. The state of Alaska is in the northwestern part of 
North America and the state of Hawaii is an archipelago in 
the mid-Pacific. The territories are scattered about the 
Pacific Ocean and the Caribbean Sea. At 3.8 million 
square miles (9.9 million km2) and with over 320 million 
people, the country is the world's third largest by total area 
(fourth largest by land area) and the third most populous. 
It is one of the world's most ethnically diverse and 
multicultural nations, the product of large-scale 
immigration from many countries. The geography and 
climate of the United States are also extremely diverse, 
and the country is home to a wide variety of wildlife)

up up and away 11
vanish 11
vestibule 11
vibrations 11
voices 11

Volkswagen 11

(a German car manufacturer headquartered in Wolfsburg, 
Lower Saxony, Germany. Established in 1937, 
Volkswagen is the top-selling and namesake marque of 
the Volkswagen Group, the holding company created in 
1975 for the growing company, and is now the second-
largest automaker in the world)

weird 11
where 11
whine 11
wired 11
witches 11
yea 11
YHC 11 (Youth Hackers Club)
you are all but following 11
20 20 ( twenty = -23 = 20 )
a rich soul 20
a sign 20
a sixfold star of glory 20
a wild guess 20
adieux 20
adze 20
after 20
Ahism 20
ail 20
aimless 20



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

Ajax 20

(a mythological Greek hero, the son of King Telamon and 
Periboea, and the half-brother of Teucer. He plays an 
important role, and is portrayed as a towering figure and a 
warrior of great courage in Homer's Iliad and in the Epic 
Cycle, a series of epic poems about the Trojan War. He is 
also referred to as "Telamonian Ajax," "Greater Ajax," or 
"Ajax the Great", which distinguishes him from Ajax, son of 
Oileus: Ajax the Lesser. In Etruscan mythology, he is 
known as Aivas Tlamunus. Ajax is the son of Telamon, 
who was the son of Aeacus and grandson of Zeus, and his 
first wife Periboea. He is the cousin of Achilles, and is the 
elder half-brother of Teucer. Many illustrious Athenians, 
including Cimon, Miltiades, Alcibiades and the historian 
Thucydides, traced their descent from Ajax. The Italian 
scholar Maggiani recently showed that on an Etruscan 
tomb dedicated to Racvi Satlnei in Bologna (5th century 
BC) there is a writing that says: "aivastelmunsl" = "family 
of Ajax Telamon")

alarms 20



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

Aleister Crowley 20

(Edward Alexander Crowley; born 12 October 1875 died 1 
December 1947 was an English occultist, ceremonial 
magician, poet, painter, novelist, and mountaineer. He 
founded the religion and philosophy of Thelema, 
identifying himself as the prophet entrusted with guiding 
humanity into the Æon of Horus in the early 20th century. 
Born to a wealthy Plymouth Brethren family in Royal 
Leamington Spa, Warwickshire, Crowley rejected this 
fundamentalist Christian faith to pursue an interest in 
Western esotericism. He was educated at the University of 
Cambridge, where he focused his attentions on 
mountaineering and poetry, resulting in several 
publications. Some biographers allege that here he was 
recruited into a British intelligence agency, further 
suggesting that he remained a spy throughout his life. In 
1898 he joined the esoteric Hermetic Order of the Golden 
Dawn, where he was trained in ceremonial magic by 
Samuel Liddell MacGregor Mathers and Allan Bennett. 
Moving to Boleskine House by Loch Ness in Scotland, he 
went mountaineering in Mexico with Oscar Eckenstein, 
before studying Hindu and Buddhist practices in India. He 
married Rose Edith Kelly and in 1904 they honeymooned 
in Cairo, Egypt, where Crowley claimed to have been 
contacted by a supernatural entity named Aiwass, who 
provided him with The Book of the Law, a sacred text that 
served as the basis for Thelema. Announcing the start of 
the Æon of Horus, The Book declared that its followers 
should adhere to the code of "Do what thou wilt" and seek 
to align themselves with their Will through the practice of 
magick. After an unsuccessful attempt to climb 
Kanchenjunga and a visit to India and China, Crowley 
returned to Britain, where he attracted attention as a 
prolific author of poetry, novels, and occult literature. In 
1907, he and George Cecil Jones co-founded a Thelemite 
order, the A∴A∴, through which they propagated the 
religion. After spending time in Algeria, in 1912 he was 
initiated into another esoteric order, the German-based 
Ordo Templi Orientis (O.T.O.), rising to become the leader 
of its British branch, which he reformulated in accordance 
with his Thelemite beliefs. Through the O.T.O., Thelemite 
groups were established in Britain, Australia, and North 
America. Crowley spent the First World War in the United 
States, where he took up painting and campaigned for the 
German war effort against Britain, later revealing that he 
had infiltrated the pro-German movement to assist the 
British intelligence services. In 1920 he established the 
Abbey of Thelema, a religious commune in Cefalù, Sicily 
where he lived with varous followers. His libertine lifestyle 
led to denunciations in the British press, and the Italian 
government evicted him in 1923. He divided the following 
two decades between France, Germany, and England, 
and continued to promote Thelema until his death. 
Crowley gained widespread notoriety during his lifetime, 
being a recreational drug experimenter, bisexual and an 
individualist social critic. He was denounced in the popular 
press as "the wickedest man in the world" and a Satanist. 
Crowley has remained a highly influential figure over 
Western esotericism and the counter-culture, and 
continues to be considered a prophet in Thelema. In 2002, 
a BBC poll ranked him as the seventy-third greatest Briton 
of all time)

alterations 20
am I getting your attention? 20
amazing isn't it? 20
ambush 20
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Amish 20

(Pennsylvania Dutch: Amisch, German: Amische) are a 
group of traditionalist Christian church fellowships with 
Swiss Anabaptist origins. They are closely related to, but 
distinct from, Mennonite churches. The Amish are known 
for simple living, plain dress, and reluctance to adopt 
many conveniences of modern technology. The history of 
the Amish church began with a schism in Switzerland 
within a group of Swiss and Alsatian Anabaptists in 1693 
led by Jakob Ammann. Those who followed Ammann 
became known as Amish. In the early 18th century, many 
Amish and Mennonites immigrated to Pennsylvania for a 
variety of reasons. Today, the most traditional 
descendants of the Amish continue to speak Pennsylvania 
German, also known as "Pennsylvania Dutch," although a 
dialect of Swiss German is used by Old Order Amish in 
the Adams County, Indiana area. As of 2000, over 
165,000 Old Order Amish live in the United States and 
about 1,500 live in Canada. A 2008 study suggested their 
numbers have increased to 227,000, and in 2010 a study 
suggested their population had grown by 10 percent in the 
past two years to 249,000, with increasing movement to 
the West. Unlike most Americans who have had a 
birthrate too low to maintain the population since the early 
1970s, most of the Amish continue to have 6–7 children 
while benefiting from the major decrease in infant and 
maternal mortality in the 20th century. Between 1992 and 
2013, the Amish population increased by 120%, while the 
US population increased by only 23%)

among 20
AMORC 20 (Ancient Mystical Order Rosae Crucis)

Anat 20

(or Anath, Antit, Anit, Anti, or Anant is a major northwest 
Semitic goddess. In the Ugaritic Ba'al/Hadad cycle 'Anat is 
a violent war-goddess, a virgin (btlt 'nt) who is the sister 
and, according to a much disputed theory, the lover of the 
great god Ba'al Hadad. Ba'al is usually called the son of 
Dagan and sometimes the son of El, who addresses ‘Anat 
as "daughter". Either relationship is probably figurative. 
Anat's titles used again and again are "virgin Anat" and 
"sister-in-law of the peoples" (or "progenitress of the 
peoples" or "sister-in-law, widow of the Li'mites"). In a 
fragmentary passage from Ugarit (modern Ras Shamra), 
Syria Anat appears as a fierce, wild and furious warrior in 
a battle, wading knee-deep in blood, striking off heads, 
cutting off hands, binding the heads to her torso and the 
hands in her sash, driving out the old men and townsfolk 
with her arrows, her heart filled with joy. "Her character in 
this passage anticipates her subsequent warlike role 
against the enemies of Baal")

angers 20

anoxia 20

(means a total depletion in the level of oxygen, an extreme 
form of hypoxia or "low oxygen". The terms anoxia and 
hypoxia are used in various contexts)

Antares 20

(Antares, the proper name of this star, derives from the 
Ancient Greek, meaning "equal to-Ares" ("equal to-Mars"), 
due to the similarity of its reddish hue to the appearance of 
the planet Mars. The comparison of Antares with Mars 
may have originated with early Mesopotamian 
astronomers. However, some scholars have speculated 
that the star may have been named after Antar, or Antarah 
ibn Shaddad, the Arab warrior-hero celebrated in the pre-
Islamic poems Mu'allaqat)

ape 20
appetite 20
apple 20
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Archons 20

(a Greek word that means "ruler" or "lord," frequently used 
as the title of a specific public office. As civic and religious 
leaders, Archons were responsible for organizing 
theatrical performances during festivals through 
playwrights and choregai, wealthy citizen patrons. It is the 
masculine present participle of the verb stem ἀρχ-, 
meaning "to rule," derived from the same root as monarch. 
An archon, in the Gnosticism of late antiquity, was any of 
several servants of the Demiurge, the "creator god" that 
stood between the human race and a transcendent God 
that could only be reached through gnosis. In this context 
they have the role of the angels and demons of the Old 
Testament. They give their name to the sect called 
Archontics. The term was taken from the ancient Greek 
position of office "archon")

Ashim 20
aspect 20
asseveration 20
attend 20
avails 20
avid 20
babysit 20
bans 20
barfly 20
barium 20
barter 20
basely 20
basins 20
beautifully 20
Bjoern 20
belays 20
bikers 20
bite 20
blazer 20
blessings 20
blog 20
boar 20
bondage to poverty 20
bone 20
bossed 20
bowleg 20
brandy 20
brig 20
bright 20
bring 20
bruised 20
bubbly 20
Buddhists 20
burden 20
burned bye bye 20
calculus 20
car 20
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cassette 20
castration 20
cathouse 20
caves 20
cheery 20
chosen 20
Christianity kills 20
Christians 20
citrine 20
cognitio 20
come 20
cometh 20
compel 20
condom 20
confound 20
confusing the symbols 20
consenting 20
coward 20
crushed 20
cursum perficio 20 (Latin: Watermark)
cut to the bone 20
dark star 20
darkest 20
debts 20

demonologist 20

(One who undergoes the systematic study of demons or 
beliefs about demons. It is the branch of theology relating 
to supernatural beings who are not gods. It deals both with 
benevolent beings that have no circle of worshippers or so 
limited a circle as to be below the rank of gods, and with 
malevolent beings of all kinds. The original sense of 
"demon", from the time of Homer onward, was a 
benevolent being, but in English the name now holds 
connotations of malevolence. (In order to keep the 
distinction, when referring to the word in its original Greek 
meaning English uses the spelling "Daemon" or 
"Daimon".) Demons, when regarded as spirits, may belong 
to either of the classes of spirits recognized by primitive 
animism; that is to say, they may be human, or non-
human, separable souls, or discarnate spirits which have 
never inhabited a body. A sharp distinction is often drawn 
between these two classes, notably by the Melanesians, 
several African groups, and others; the Arab jinn, for 
example, are not reducible to modified human souls; at the 
same time these classes are frequently conceived as 
producing identical results, e.g. diseases)

denying 20
depart 20
deserve 20
diner 20
dinner 20
disarm 20
disco 20
disorder 20
divine matrix 20
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dolphin 20
Dominionism 20
donates 20
donation 20
don't play at losing 20
dragons 20
duped 20
edit-undo 20
eight pm 20
electron 20
embody 20
endless 20
enjoyed 20
enslave 20
entering 20

Equinox Of The Gods 20

(a book first published in 1936 detailing the events and 
circumstances leading up to Aleister Crowley's 
transcription of The Book of the Law, the central text of 
Thelema. Included in The Equinox of the Gods is a 
facsimile of Crowley's handwritten manuscript of The Book 
of the Law, personal diary extracts, and a full color 
reproduction of the Stèle of Revealing)

erotically 20
Estelle 20
expand 20
exploding 20
exterminate 20
faint 20
faithfully 20
fearful words of power 20
feet 20
fervid 20
fig 20
fight 20

Firdaus 20

(Jannah, an eternal place for Muslim people, is the Islamic 
conception of paradise. The Arabic word Jannah is a 
shortened version meaning simply "Garden". According to 
Islamic eschatology, after death, one will reside in the 
grave until the appointed resurrection on Yawm al-
Qiyamah. Muslims believe that the treatment of the 
individual in the life of the grave will be according to his or 
her deeds in the worldly life. Jannah is often compared to 
Christian concepts of Heaven. According to Muslim belief, 
everything one longs for in this world will be there in 
Paradise. The highest level of Paradise is Firdaws 
(Firdaus), which is where the prophets, the martyrs, and 
the most truthful and pious people will dwell)

flesh 20
for love's sake 20
four hundred and twenty 20 -420
fracture 20
Frank 20
freak show 20
fucker 20



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
future generations 20
Gao Yao 20
garment 20
gathers 20

Genesis 20

(Bereshit; The Book of Genesis (from the Latin Vulgate, in 
turn borrowed or transliterated from Greek meaning 
"origin"; "In [the] beginning") is the first book of the Hebrew 
Bible (the Tanakh) and the Christian Old Testament. The 
basic narrative expresses the central theme: God creates 
the world (along with creating the first man and woman) 
and appoints man as his regent, but man proves 
disobedient and God destroys his world through the Flood. 
The new post-Flood world is equally corrupt, but God does 
not destroy it, instead calling one man, Abraham, to be the 
seed of its salvation. At God's command Abraham 
descends from his home into the land of Canaan, given to 
him by God, where he dwells as a sojourner, as does his 
son Isaac and his grandson Jacob. Jacob's name is 
changed to Israel, and through the agency of his son 
Joseph, the children of Israel descend into Egypt, 70 
people in all with their households, and God promises 
them a future of greatness. Genesis ends with Israel in 
Egypt, ready for the coming of Moses and the Exodus. 
The narrative is punctuated by a series of covenants with 
God, successively narrowing in scope from all mankind 
(the covenant with Noah) to a special relationship with one 
people alone (Abraham and his descendants through 
Isaac and Jacob). The book's author or authors appear to 
have structured it around ten "toledot" sections (the "these 
are the generations of..." phrases), but modern 
commentators see it in terms of a "primeval history" 
(chapters 1-11) followed by the cycle of Patriarchal stories 
(chapters 12–50). In Judaism, the theological importance 
of Genesis centers on the covenants linking God to his 
chosen people and the people to the Promised Land. 
Christianity has interpreted Genesis as the prefiguration of 
certain cardinal Christian beliefs, primarily the need for 
salvation (the hope or assurance of all Christians) and the 
redemptive act of Christ on the Cross as the fulfillment of 
covenant promises as the Son of God. Tradition credits 
Moses as the author of Genesis, as well as Exodus, 
Leviticus, Numbers and most of Deuteronomy, but modern 
scholars increasingly see them as a product of the 6th and 
5th centuries BCE)

get your eyes clear 20
giant robot monkey 20
glamorize 20
go through the door 20
goblins 20
godslayer 20
goodbyes 20
Gou Mang 20
grandson 20
greedy 20
grinning 20
hair 20
halo 20
ham 20
hash 20
have 20



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
hawklord 20
heavenly 20
helper 20
here 20
High Priestess 20
higher up 20

Himsa 20

(was an American heavy metal band from Seattle, 
Washington. Formed in 1998, their band name is from the 
Sanskrit word himsa, which means "harm" or "violence")

Hoder 20

(often anglicized as Hod or Hodur, or Hodr is a blind god 
and the brother of Baldr in Norse mythology. Tricked and 
guided by Loki, he shot the mistletoe arrow which was to 
slay the otherwise invulnerable Baldr. According to the 
Prose Edda and the Poetic Edda, the goddess Frigg, 
Baldr's mother, made everything in existence swear never 
to harm Baldr, except for the mistletoe, which she found 
too unimportant to ask (alternatively, which she found too 
young to demand an oath from). The gods amused 
themselves by trying weapons on Baldr and seeing them 
fail to do any harm. Loki, the mischief-maker, upon finding 
out about Baldr's one weakness, made a spear from 
mistletoe, and helped Hodr shoot it at Baldr. In reaction to 
this, Odin and the giantess Rindr gave birth to Váli, who 
grew to adulthood within a day and slew Hodr. The Danish 
historian Saxo Grammaticus recorded an alternative 
version of this myth in his Gesta Danorum. In this version, 
the mortal hero Hotherus and the demi-god Balderus 
compete for the hand of Nanna. Ultimately, Hotherus slays 
Balderus)

Horus is protected in his own body 20
hyperbole 20
I am in tune 20
ignite 20

Illuminati 20

(The only group openly calling itself the 'illuminati' were 
the Bavarian Illuminati an Enlightenment-era secret 
society founded on May 1, 1776. The society's goals were 
to oppose superstition, obscurantism, religious influence 
over public life and abuses of state power. "The order of 
the day," they wrote in their general statutes, "is to put an 
end to the machinations of the purveyors of injustice, to 
control them without dominating them." The Illuminati—
along with Freemasonry and other secret societies—were 
outlawed through edict, by the Bavarian ruler, Charles 
Theodore, with the encouragement of the Roman Catholic 
Church, in 1784, 1785, 1787 and 1790. In the several 
years following, the group was vilified by conservative and 
religious critics who claimed that they continued 
underground and were responsible for the French 
Revolution. In subsequent use, "Illuminati" refers to 
various organisations which claim or are purported to have 
links to the original Bavarian Illuminati or similar secret 
societies, though these links are unsubstantiated. They 
are often alleged to conspire to control world affairs, by 
masterminding events and planting agents in government 
and corporations, in order to gain political power and 
influence and to establish a New World Order. Central to 
some of the most widely known and elaborate conspiracy 
theories, the Illuminati have been depicted as lurking in 
the shadows and pulling the strings and levers of power in 
dozens of novels, movies, television shows, comics, video 
games, and music videos)

incognito 20



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
incompetent 20
infused 20

initiation 20

(a rite of passage marking entrance or acceptance into a 
group or society. It could also be a formal admission to 
adulthood in a community or one of its formal components. 
In an extended sense it can also signify a transformation 
in which the initiate is 'reborn' into a new role. Examples of 
initiation ceremonies might include Hindu diksha, Christian 
baptism or confirmation, Jewish bar or bat mitzvah, 
acceptance into a fraternal organization, secret society or 
religious order, or graduation from school or recruit 
training. A person taking the initiation ceremony in 
traditional rites is called an initiate)

injudicious 20
inviolate wisdom 20

Ishma 20

(in Arabic means, "the acceptance of the community", 
used particularly in validating Muslim hadith. Ishma is 
regional; what is considered accepted by the community 
varies across communities. It is determined by community 
leaders. For instance, the authority of Bukhari and Muslim, 
the two most respected transmitters of hadith, is reinforced 
by Ishma)

join the masters 20
Kennedy 20
lapsing 20
lashes 20
laughter 20 (the only emotion that is its own opposite)
led the way you to ought to go 20
learn 20
Lee 20
let's get this straight 20
Light In Extension 20 (LVX)

Litha 20

(Midsummer, also known as St John's Day, is the period of 
time centred upon the summer solstice, and more 
specifically the Northern European celebrations that 
accompany the actual solstice or take place on a day 
between June 19 and June 25 and the preceding evening. 
The exact dates vary between different cultures. The 
Christian Church designated June 24 as the feast day of 
the early Christian martyr St John the Baptist, and the 
observance of St John's Day begins the evening before, 
known as St John's Eve)

locked out 20
longing 20
lynch mob 20
magister 20

Mah 20

(Mah or Maonghah is the Avestan language word for both 
the moon and for the Zoroastrian divinity that presides 
over and is the hypostasis of the moon)

Maitreya 20

(is regarded as a future Buddha of this world in Buddhist 
eschatology. In some Buddhist literature, such as the 
Amitabha Sutra and the Lotus Sutra, he is referred to as 
Ajita)

Mashi 20

(Mashi is a Local Government Area in Katsina State, 
Nigeria, sharing a border with the Republic of Niger. Its 
headquarters are in the town of Mashi in the southwest of 
the area at12°59′00″N 7°57′00″E.)

masturbate 20



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
mating 20
meals 20
meetings 20

meme 20

(A contagious information pattern that replicates by 
symbiotically infecting human minds and altering their 
behavior, causing them to propagate the pattern. 
Individual slogans, catch-phrases, melodies, icons, 
inventions, and fashions are typical memes. An idea or 
information pattern is not a meme until it causes someone 
to replicate it, to repeat it to someone else. All transmitted 
knowledge is memetic)

Misha 20
mistake 20
mistaken 20
modem 20

October 20

(the tenth month of the year in the Julian and Gregorian 
Calendars and one of seven months with a length of 31 
days. The eighth month in the old Roman calendar, 
October retained its name (from the Latin octo meaning 
"eight") after January and February were inserted into the 
calendar that had originally been created by the Romans)



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

Odhinn 20

(In Germanic mythology, Odin (from Old Norse Odinn) is a 
widely revered god. In Norse mythology, from which stems 
most of our information about the god, Odin is associated 
with healing, death, royalty, the gallows, knowledge, 
battle, sorcery, poetry, frenzy, and the runic alphabet, and 
is the husband of the goddess Frigg. In wider Germanic 
mythology and paganism, Odin was known in Old English 
as Woden, in Old Saxon as Wodan, and in Old High 
German as Wuotan or Wotan, all stemming from the 
reconstructed Proto-Germanic theonym wodanaz. Odin is 
a prominently mentioned god throughout the recorded 
history of the Germanic peoples, from the Roman 
occupation of regions of Germania through the tribal 
expansions of the Migration Period and the Viking Age. 
Odin continued into the modern period to be 
acknowledged in rural folklore in all Germanic regions. 
References to Odin appear in place names throughout 
regions historically inhabited by the ancient Germanic 
peoples, and the day of the week Wednesday bears his 
name in many Germanic languages, including English. In 
Anglo-Saxon England, Odin held a particular place as a 
euhemerized ancestral figure among royalty, and he is 
frequently referred to as a founding figure among various 
other Germanic peoples, including the Langobards and in 
most of Scandinavia. Forms of his name appear frequently 
throughout the Germanic record, though narratives 
regarding Odin are primarily found in Old Norse works 
recorded in Iceland, primarily around the 13th century, 
texts which make up the bulk of modern understanding of 
Norse mythology. In Old Norse texts, Odin is depicted as 
one-eyed and long-bearded, frequently wielding a spear 
named Gungnir, and wearing a cloak and a broad hat. He 
is often accompanied by his animal companions -- the 
wolves Geri and Freki and the ravens Huginn and Muninn, 
who bring him information from all over Midgard -- and 
Odin rides the flying, eight-legged steed Sleipnir across 
the sky and into the underworld. Odin is attested as having 
many sons, most famously the god Baldr with Frigg, and is 
known by hundreds of names. In these texts, Odin 
frequently seeks knowledge in some manner and in 
disguise (most famously by obtaining the Mead of Poetry), 
at times makes wagers with his wife Frigg over the 
outcome of exploits, and takes part in both the creation of 
the world by way of slaying the primordial being Ymir and 
the gift of life to the first two humans Ask and Embla. Odin 
has a particular association with Yule, and mankind's 
knowledge of both the runes and poetry is also attributed 
to Odin)

opening eyes 20
ostensible 20
our slice of Pi 20
over the hill 20
parted 20
pentagon 20
pine tree 20
pounced 20
protected 20
putrefaction 20
random author 20
real 20
reckless 20
refused 20



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
relative 20
renderers 20
renouncing 20
restraining 20
Rhawnie 20
sahim 20
sahmi 20
sake 20
salvia 20
sapphire 20
scarlet 20
scorned 20
secretive 20
see eye to eye 20
self-destruction 20
selfish 20
senile 20
set free 20
severed 20
Shami 20

Shango 20

(also known as Chango or Xango in Latin America; and 
also known as Jakuta an Orisha. He is syncretized with 
either Saint Barbara or Saint Jerome. Shango is 
historically a royal ancestor of the Yoruba as he was the 
third Alafin (king) of the Oyo Kingdom prior to his 
posthumous deification)

Shaolin 20

(Shaolin Monastery also known as the Shaolin Temple, is 
a Chan ("Zen") Buddhist temple in Dengfeng County, 
Henan Province, China. Dating back 1,500 years, Shaolin 
Temple is the main temple of the Shaolin school of 
Buddhism to this day)

Shawal 20

(Shawwal is the tenth month of the lunar Islamic calendar. 
Shawwal means to 'lift or carry'; so named because a 
female camel normally would be carrying a fetus at this 
time of year)

shed 20
Shiam 20
shifting 20
Shima 20 (Shima may refer to several persons, places, or things)
since 20
slaughter 20
slumbering 20
snake 20
sneak 20
sociopath 20
sore heels 20
spamming 20

Spear of Destiny 20

(The Holy Lance, also known as the Holy Spear, the 
Spear of Destiny, or the Lance of Longinus, is the lance 
that pierced the side of Jesus as he hung on the cross, 
according to the Gospel of John. Several churches across 
the world claim to possess this lance)

subjugate 20



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

succubi 20

(the plural of a demon in female form or supernatural 
entity in folklore (traced back to medieval legend) that 
appears in dreams and takes the form of a woman in order 
to seduce men, usually through sexual activity. The male 
counterpart is the incubus. Religious traditions hold that 
repeated sexual activity with a succubus may result in the 
deterioration of health or even death. In modern 
representations, a succubus may or may not appear in 
dreams and is often depicted as a highly attractive 
seductress or enchantress; whereas, in the past, succubi 
were generally depicted as frightening and demonic)

talent reveals True Will 20
tease 20
the blues 20
the future is unmanifest 20
the heavenly warriors 20
the Hermit 20 (Atu IX)
the invoking 20
the number 20
the one source 20
the one thus gone 20
the path 20
the pillars 20
the Red Cross 20
the seventeenth hour 20
the sting of Scorpio 20
thinking 20
this is how much longer 20
thou hast ill will to learn this writing 20 (AL II:10)
three six nine L 20 (369L)

Thrudheim 20

(In Norse mythology, (anglicized Thrudheim), which 
means "World of strength" in Old Norse, is the home of 
Thor according to the Eddic poem Grimnismal. But in 
Snorri Sturluson's Edda (Gylfaginning, 21, 47; 
Skaldskaparmal, 17) and Ynglinga saga , the name of 
Thor's residence is Thrudheim. Thrudheim is nevertheless 
mentioned in Snorri's Edda, but in its prologue. In this 
euhemerized story, it is written that Tror, "whom we call 
Thor", conquered the kingdom of Thrace, "which we call 
Thrudheim")

Tiamat 20

(In Mesopotamian Religion (Sumerian, Assyrian, Akkadian 
and Babylonian), Tiamat is a primordial goddess of the 
ocean, mating with Abzu (the god of fresh water) to 
produce younger gods. She is the symbol of the chaos of 
primordial creation, depicted as a woman, she represents 
the beauty of the feminine, depicted as the glistening one. 
It is suggested that there are two parts to the Tiamat 
mythos, the first in which Tiamat is a creator goddess, 
through a "Sacred marriage" between salt and fresh water, 
peacefully creating the cosmos through successive 
generations. In the second "Chaoskampf" Tiamat is 
considered the monstrous embodiment of primordial 
chaos. Some sources identify her with images of a sea 
serpent or dragon)

time tested 20
tongue tied 20
totally amazing 20
transfixed 20



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
traumatic 20
true the unveiling continues 20
true deep love 20

Tzaddi 20

(Tsade or Sade (also spelled Saddi, Sad, Tzadi, Sadhe, 
Tzaddik) is the eighteenth letter of the Semitic abjads. It 
represents the coalescence of three Proto-Semitic 
"emphatic consonants" in Canaanite. Arabic, which kept 
the phonemes separate, introduced variants of sad and ta 
to express the three (see: dad za). In Aramaic, these 
emphatic consonants coalesced instead with ayin and tet, 
respectively, thus Hebrew eres (earth) is ara in Aramaic. 
The Phoenician letter is continued in the Greek San and 
possibly Sampi, and in Etruscan. It may have inspired the 
form of the letter Tse in the Glagolitic and Cyrillic alphabet. 
The corresponding letter of the Ugaritic alphabet is sade. 
The letter is known as "tsadik" in Yiddish, and Hebrew 
speakers often give it that name as well. This name for the 
letter probably originated from a fast recitation of the 
alphabet (i.e., "tsadi, qoph" -> "tsadiq, qoph"), influenced 
by the Hebrew word tzadik, meaning 'righteous person')

Tzaddi is not the Star 20 (AL I:57)
under threat 20
understand 20
unlocking 20
veiling 20
victimized 20
Victor Bruno Viana 20
Violane 20
visible 20
vow of silence 20
walk tall 20
warmed 20
Watcher 20
what are you staring at? 20
what is the sign? 20
White Knight 20
who cares? 20
whose words have secrets? 20
winning day 20
withered 20
your time has come 20
29 29 ( twenty nine = -9 = 43 = 0 )
a further secret 29 (AL II:15)
a petal 29
a rooting-out of the weeds 29
a voice 29
accusations 29
acidic 29
admonish 29
adoration 29
afloat 29
agaves 29
age 29



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
agency 29
agrees 29
airlock 29
AKA 29 (also known as)
Albany 29
alien 29
allude 29
alter ego 29

Ameretat 29

(is the Avestan language name of the Zoroastrian 
divinity/divine concept of immortality. Ameretat is the 
Amesha Spenta of long life on earth and perpetuality in 
the hereafter. The word amərətat is grammatically 
feminine and the divinity Ameretat is a female entity. 
Etymologically, Avestan amərətat derives from an Indo-
Iranian root and is linguistically related to Vedic Sanskrit 
amrtatva. In Sassanid Era Zoroastrian tradition, Ameretat 
appears as Middle Persian Amurdad, continuing in New 
Persian as Mordad or Amordad)

amid 29
animals 29
Annatar 29
annoyances 29
anorexia nervosa 29
apparel 29
armed 29
autocratic 29
awake 29
awaken 29
baiter 29
ball 29
baptized 29
barite 29
barker 29
basalt 29
base 29
bathes 29
battle of conquest 29
beautiful 29
beeyotch 29
believers 29
Bellero 29
belles 29
belong 29
betrothed 29
bib 29
biggest 29
bike 29
bimbo 29
biosphere 29
bipeds 29
Bixia Yuanjin 29



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
black out drunk 29
Black Sun 29
blind 29
bodkin 29

Book of Shadows 29

(a personal record of an individual progress taken down 
the path of the eclectic witch; sometimes less effectively 
modern Gardnerian Wicca)

brayed 29
Brian Peppers 29
bribes 29
bulimic 29
bulked 29

Cain 29

(Cain and Abel (Hebrew: Qayin, Hebel; Arabic: Qabeel, 
Habeel) were two of the sons of Adam and Eve. They 
worked as food producers for their family; Cain was a crop 
farmer, and Abel was a shepherd. When they sacrificed to 
God, He favored Abel's sacrifice over Cain's. Later, Cain 
killed Abel, committing the first murder. God expelled 
Cain, but lightened his punishment after Cain complained 
that his original punishment was too difficult to bear. The 
motives for Cain's crime are typically assumed by 
interpreters to be envy and wrath)

can you hear? 29

Capricorn 29
(December 21 to January 20, ruled by Saturn, earth sign, 
corresponds to the Devil card Atu XV)

care 29
carelessness 29
cataclysm 29
caveat emptor 29 (Latin: "Let the buyer beware")
Celeste 29
CIA 29 (Central Intelligence Agency)
circles 29
circulation 29
class A 29
coat of arms 29
code 29
coiling 29
complain 29
copulated 29
creative 29



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

Dagon 29

(or Dagan (Ugaritic: Dgn, Dagnu, or Daganu; Akkadian: 
Dagana) was originally an East Semitic Mesopotamian 
(Akkadian, Assyrian, Babylonian) fertility god who evolved 
into a major Northwest Semitic god, reportedly of grain (as 
symbol of fertility) and fish and/or fishing (as symbol of 
multiplying). He was worshipped by the early Amorites and 
by the inhabitants of the cities of Ebla (modern Tell 
Mardikh, Syria) and Ugarit (modern Ras Shamra, Syria). 
He was also a major member, or perhaps head, of the 
pantheon of the Philistines. "Dagon" is a short story by H. 
P. Lovecraft, written in July 1917, one of the first stories he 
wrote as an adult. It was first published in the November 
1919 edition of The Vagrant issue #11. The story is the 
testament of a tortured, morphine-addicted man who plans 
to commit suicide over an incident that occurred early on 
in World War I when he was a merchant marine officer. In 
the unnamed narrator's account, his cargo ship is captured 
by a German sea-raider in "one of the most open and least 
frequented parts of the broad Pacific". He escapes on a 
lifeboat and drifts aimlessly across the sea "somewhat 
south of the equator" until he eventually finds himself 
inexplicably stranded on "a slimy expanse of hellish black 
mire which extended about me in monotonous undulations 
as far as I could see.... The region was putrid with the 
carcasses of decaying fish, and of other less describable 
things which I saw protruding from the nasty mud of the 
unending plain." He theorizes that this area was formerly 
"a portion of the ocean floor..." thrown to the surface by a 
volcanic upheaval, "exposing regions which for 
innumerable millions of years had lain hidden under 
unfathomable watery depths." After waiting three days for 
the seafloor to dry out sufficiently to walk on, he strikes out 
on foot to find the sea and possible rescue. After two days 
of walking, he reaches his goal, a hummock that turns out 
to be a mound on the edge of an "immeasurable pit or 
canyon". Descending the slope, he sees a gigantic white 
stone object that he soon perceives to be a "well-shaped 
monolith whose massive bulk had known the workmanship 
and perhaps the worship of living and thinking creatures." 
The monolith, situated next to a channel of water in the 
bottom of the chasm, is covered in unfamiliar hieroglyphs 
"consisting for the most part of conventionalised aquatic 
symbols such as fishes, eels, octopuses, crustaceans, 
molluscs, whales and the like." There are also "crude 
sculptures" depicting: men--at least, a certain sort of men; 
though the creatures were shown disporting like fishes in 
the waters of some marine grotto, or paying homage at 
some monolithic shrine which appeared to be under the 
waves as well... [T]hey were damnably human in general 
outline despite webbed hands and feet, shockingly wide 
and flabby lips, glassy, bulging eyes, and other features 
less pleasant to recall. Curiously enough, they seemed to 
have been chiseled badly out of proportion with their 
scenic background; for one of the creatures was shown in 
the act of killing a whale represented as but little larger 
than himself. As the narrator looks on the monolith, a 
creature emerges from the water: With only a slight 
churning to mark its rise to the surface, the thing slid into 
view above the dark waters. Vast, Polyphemus-like, and 
loathsome, it darted like a stupendous monster of 
nightmares to the monolith, about which it flung its gigantic 
scaly arms, the while it bowed its hideous head and gave 
vent to certain measured sounds. Insane with fear, the 
mariner flees back to his stranded boat, and vaguely 
recalls a "great storm". His next memory is of a San 
Francisco hospital, where he was taken after being 
rescued in mid-ocean by a U.S. ship. There are no reports 
of any Pacific upheavals, and he does not expect anyone 
to believe his incredible story. He mentions one abortive 
attempt to gain understanding of his experience: Once I 
sought out a celebrated ethnologist, and amused him with 
peculiar questions regarding the ancient Philistine legend 
of Dagon, the Fish-God; but soon perceiving that he was 
hopelessly conventional, I did not press my inquiries. 
Haunted by visions of the creature, "especially when the 
moon is gibbous and waning", he describes his fears for 
the future of humanity: I cannot think of the deep sea 
without shuddering at the nameless things that may at this 
very moment be crawling and floundering on its slimy bed, 
worshipping their ancient stone idols and carving their own 
detestable likenesses on submarine obelisks of water-
soaked granite. I dream of a day when they may rise 
above the billows to drag down in their reeking talons the 
remnants of puny, war-exhausted mankind --of a day 
when the land shall sink, and the dark ocean floor shall 
ascend amidst universal pandemonium. With the drug that 
has given him "transient surcease" running out, he 
declares himself ready to do himself in; the narrative is 
revealed to be a suicide note. The story ends with the 
narrator rushing to the window as he hears "a noise at the 
door, as of some immense slippery body lumbering 
against it")



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
dark matter 29
dating 29
DCCXVIII 29 -718
deem 29
delicious 29
diagnosis 29

Diamond Sutra 29

(a Mahayana (Buddhist) sutra from the Prajnaparamita, or 
"Perfection of Wisdom" genre, and emphasizes the 
practice of non-abiding and non-attachment. The Diamond 
sutra is one of the most influential Mahayana sutras in 
East Asia, and is a key object of devotion and study in Zen 
Buddhism. A copy of the Chinese version of Diamond 
Sutra, found among the Dunhuang manuscripts in the 
early 20th century by Aurel Stein, was dated back to May 
11, 868. It is, in the words of the British Library, "the 
earliest complete survival of a dated printed book")

Diaspora 29
direction 29
disguised 29
dislike 29
divine right 29
dragon slayer 29
dream 29
eclipse 29
Edward 29
emblems 29
et lux perpetua luceat eis 29 (Latin: "and let perpetual light shine upon them")
evacuation 29
exacting 29
exhale 29
F is the sixth musical note 29
face us 29
fairy tale 29
faithful 29
false Christs 29
fisher kings 29
fled 29
forged 29
freak 29
from this day forward 29



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

Geomancy 29

(a method of divination that interprets markings on the 
ground or the patterns formed by tossed handfuls of soil, 
rocks, or sand. The most prevalent form of divinatory 
geomancy involves interpreting a series of 16 figures 
formed by a randomized process that involves recursion 
followed by analyzing them, often augmented with 
astrological interpretations. Once practiced by people from 
all social classes, it was one of the most popular forms of 
divination throughout Africa and Europe in the Middle 
Ages and the Renaissance. Books and treatises on 
geomancy were published up until the 17th century when 
most occult traditions fell out of popularity. In Renaissance 
magic, geomancy was classified as one of the seven 
"forbidden arts", along with necromancy, hydromancy, 
aeromancy, pyromancy, chiromancy (palmistry), and 
spatulamancy (scapulimancy). Geomancy is dismissed by 
the scientific community and skeptics as being 
superstition)

get a grip 29
get ready to rock 29

Ghazal 29

(a poetic form consisting of rhyming couplets and a refrain, 
with each line sharing the same meter. A ghazal may be 
understood as a poetic expression of both the pain of loss 
or separation and the beauty of love in spite of that pain. 
The form is ancient, originating in Arabic poetry in Arabia 
long before the birth of Islam. The term ghazal is of North 
African and Middle Eastern origin. Its root term in Arabic is 
" gh-zl " and is derived from the Arabian panegyric qasida. 
The structural requirements of the ghazal are similar in 
stringency to those of the Petrarchan sonnet. In style and 
content it is a genre that has proved capable of an 
extraordinary variety of expression around its central 
themes of love and separation)

glass tower of Eribo 29
globe 29
granted 29
grease 29
Had 29
half 29
hand 29
hand gun 29
hang on these words 29
happy birthday 29
happy meal 29
healthy body 29
heart to heart 29
heaven 29
heed our warnings 29
hellish abyss 29
he'll set your heart on fire 29
higher 29



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

Hildesvini 29

("battle swine" is Freyja's boar In Norse mythology. The 
story of Hildisvini appears in Hyndluljod, an Old Norse 
poem found in Flateyjarbok but often considered a part of 
the Poetic Edda. In the poem, Freyja is searching for the 
ancestry of her protege, Ottar. Freyja rides on her boar 
Hildisvini, who is in fact Ottar in disguise. They meet 
Hyndla who is a seeress. Freyja succeeds in forcing 
Hyndla to tell Ottar about his ancestors. Snorri Sturluson 
also records that among boar-names for helmets was 
Hildisvini, the helmet of Ali. This helmet was among the 
things that were taken by the Swedish king Adils after his 
victory at the Battle on the Ice of Lake Vanern)

honourable 29
hoo-hah 29
Horus is hidden 29
hurricane 29
husband 29
I have digested your sun 29
IAO trigram 29
idiotic 29
illiterate 29
imaginary 29
impelling 29
incense 29
indiscretion 29
Internet Service Provider 29
invade 29
is this when it will happen? 29
Jah-Bul-On 29
Jehova 29
John Kennedy 29
John the Baptist 29
Khabs 29
King Felix 29
language is your master 29
Lei-gong 29
life is a test 29
Magister Templi 29 (8=3)
masculine 29
message 29
mingle with the wise 29
Monica 29
nagualism 29
narcotic 29
necromancy 29
nebula 29
negative 29
Netscape 29
New Age 29
no end to earth 29
noon blue apples 29
obediently 29



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
object 29
odd jobs 29
Omega 29
one eleven 29 -111
ordeal 29
ordered 29
pandemonium 29
pass the buck 29
perfection 29
perpetuate your self through cloning 29
Pikachu 29
please, won't you be my neighbor 29
pleasing 29
pound in the nails 29
powerful dragon master 29
psychic vampire 29
Raidho 29 (5th Rune wheel, journey, direction, motion)
rather sobering don't you think? 29
Raven Mocker 29
red alert 29
red tape 29
reeking 29
reflect 29
relaxed 29
relief 29
right beside you 29
romance 29
Santa Claus 29
sardonic 29
savage 29
schizophrenic 29
self-slain 29
shaking 29
shamanism 29
Shamash 29
shape shift 29
shepherd 29
solace 29
spiritual theocracy 29
stop and understand 29
strategic arms 29
strengthened 29
tainted floor 29
take this as the gospel truth 29
Tanakh 29
the action of words 29
the buck stops here 29
the carrion 29



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
the cipher really works 29
The Equinox Of The Gods 29
the fourth dimension 29
the great multitude 29
the green glow 29
the initiation 29
the kingly man 29
the old time 29 (AL II:5)
The Pakua 29
the Pentagon 29
the procession of the equinoxes 29
the prophet is here 29
the real 29
the real war 29
the secret of immortality 29
the sound of F sharp 29
the temptor is also the initiator 29
The work of the comment 29 (AL III:40)
The year two thousand and four 29 -2004
their sheepskin is hollow 29

Thelemite 29
(One who practices or studies the magico-religious system 
of Thelema)

theologians 29
they will stop degrading us 29
this is more than nothing 29
Through the third, Stones of precious water 29 (AL III:66)
tragick 29
tree of potential 29
tried and true 29

triple goddess 29

(Another weak concept stolen by complementary Wiccans 
from ancient religions. First of all there are Triple deities, 
which manifest as any goddess who is described as 
threefold, or appears in groups of three. And then there is 
this new idea of the Triple Goddess as there is in 
Neopaganism, a concept in Wicca and other Neopagan 
belief systems: sometimes a universal, global, "Great 
Goddess" who is threefold; sometimes a single goddess 
as maiden, matron and crone; and sometimes three 
sisters)

tweaked 29
understandeth 29
vincit omnia veritas 29 (Latin: "Truth conquers all")
vivification 29
Watari Garasu 29 (Japanese: Raven)
watchman 29
we are immortal 29
what should we do about this? 29
white-washed 29
wicked 29
Wild Bill 29
will this be your new terminal number? 29



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

witchcraft 29

(also called witchery or spellcraft, broadly means the 
practice of, and belief in, magical skills and abilities that 
are able to be exercised individually by designated social 
groups, or by persons with the necessary esoteric secret 
knowledge. Witchcraft is a complex concept that varies 
culturally and societally; therefore, it is difficult to define 
with precision and cross-cultural assumptions about the 
meaning or significance of the term should be applied with 
caution. Witchcraft often occupies a religious, divinatory or 
medicinal role, and is often present within societies and 
groups whose cultural framework includes a magical world 
view. Although witchcraft can often share common ground 
with related concepts such as sorcery, the paranormal, 
magical, superstition, necromancy, possession, 
shamanism, healing, spiritualism, nature worship and the 
occult, it is usually seen as distinct from these when 
examined by sociologists and anthropologists)

wolfsbane 29
xenophobic 29
Ya Sahibuz Zaman 29

38 38
( thirty eight = 5 = 14 = 8 = 21 = -15 = 62 = -43 = 29 = -9 = 
43 = 0 )

a Christian 38
a natural remedy 38
ABA 38
abodes 38
above the abyss 38
accent 38
accursed 38
addicts 38
adobes 38
advantageous 38
aerial 38
aerobe 38
again 38
aggressive energy 38 (red aura, Martian vibes, Ares, masculine virtues)
agreement 38
Al Borak 38
alkali 38
Ambriel 38
androgenesis 38
angina 38
ankara 38
anodic 38
antibiotic 38
arnica 38
ascend 38



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

ascetic 38

(or Asceticism (from the Greek: "exercise" or "training") is 
a lifestyle characterized by abstinence from worldly 
pleasures, often for the purpose of pursuing spiritual 
goals. Ascetics may withdraw from the world for their 
practices or continue to be part of their society, but 
typically adopt a frugal lifestyle, characterised by the 
renunciation of material possessions and physical 
pleasures, and time spent fasting while concentrating on 
the practice of religion or reflection upon spiritual matters. 
Asceticism has been historically observed in many 
religious traditions, including Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, 
Buddhism, and Jainism. The practitioners of these 
religions eschewed worldly pleasures and led an abstinent 
lifestyle, in the pursuit of redemption or spirituality)

ash tree of mettle 38
Asherah 38
attained 38
Azalea 38
bagels 38
barber 38
bated 38
Bathusba 38
be about my secret house 38 (AL III:9)
beef 38
behold 38
Belet-Ili 38
believe 38
beware this evil 38
black crow 38
blameless 38
blender 38
Blind Nothing 38 (AL I:22)

Blood God 38

(The battle-cry of the followers of Khorne reflects his 
desire for wanton violence: "Blood for the Blood God! 
Skulls for the Throne of Khorne!" Alternatively, they may 
cry, "Skulls for the Skull Throne!")

bloodline 38
branch 38
bridal 38
bucked 38
bugged 38
call girl 38
call me 38
canine 38
can't fight this 38
carbon atom 38
caressed 38



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

Cassiopea 38

(The Queen Cassiopeia, wife of king Cepheus of 
Aethiopia, was beautiful but also arrogant and vain; these 
latter two characteristics led to her downfall. In some 
sources she was the daughter of Coronus and Zeuxo. Her 
name in Greek is Kassiope; other variants of the name in 
Greek are Kassiopeia and Kassiepeia. The boast of 
Cassiopeia was that both she and her daughter 
Andromeda were more beautiful than all the Nereids, the 
nymph-daughters of the sea god Nereus. This brought the 
wrath of Poseidon, ruling god of the sea, upon the 
kingdom of Ethiopia. Accounts differ as to whether 
Poseidon decided to flood the whole country or direct the 
sea monster Cetus to destroy it. In either case, trying to 
save their kingdom, Cepheus and Cassiopeia consulted a 
wise oracle, who told them that the only way to appease 
the sea gods was to sacrifice their daughter)

cat fight 38
centerfold 38
chagrin 38
cheater 38
chilling 38
Claude 38

Compass and Square 38

(or, more correctly, a square and a set of compasses 
joined together is the single most identifiable symbol of 
Freemasonry. Both the square and compasses are 
architect's tools and are used in Masonic ritual as 
emblems to teach symbolic lessons. Some Lodges and 
rituals explain these symbols as lessons in conduct: for 
example, Duncan's Masonic Monitor of 1866 explains 
them as: "The square, to square our actions; The 
compasses, to circumscribe and keep us within bounds 
with all mankind". However, as Freemasonry is non-
dogmatic, there is no general interpretation for these 
symbols (or any Masonic symbol) that is used by 
Freemasonry as a whole. In English speaking jurisdictions 
the Square and Compasses are often depicted with the 
letter "G" in the center. The letter is interpreted to 
represent different words jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Among 
the most widely accepted interpretations are that: [G] 
stands for God, and is to remind Masons that God is at the 
center of Freemasonry. In this context it can also stand for 
Great Architect of the Universe (a reference to God). In a 
different context, the letter stands for Geometry, described 
as being the "noblest of sciences", and "the basis upon 
which the superstructure of Freemasonry is erected")

credibility 38
culminated 38
Cymbeline 38
dances 38
death is not the answer 38
deceit 38
despairing 38
diamond 38
ding dong 38
discourage 38
disfigured 38
dismember 38
doctrinaire 38
drained dry 38



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
dread 38
dreamtime 38
due date 38
Dung it about with enginery of war! 38 (AL III:6)
eight fold star 38

Einherjar 38

(In Norse mythology, the einherjar (Old Norse "single (or 
once) fighters") are those who have died in battle and are 
brought to Valhalla by valkyries. In Valhalla, the einherjar 
eat their fill of the nightly-resurrecting beast Saehrimnir, 
and are brought their fill of mead (from the udder of the 
goat Heidrun) by valkyries. The einherjar prepare daily for 
the events of Ragnarok, when they will advance for an 
immense battle at the field of Vigridr; the battle which the 
"ein" (here meaning single-time) refers to. Heimdall 
occasionally returned the best of Einherjar to Midgard or 
Jotunheim with the purpose of killing giants, but they were 
forbidden to talk with the living)

elevated 38
eliminate 38
Eric Clapton 38
eternal reward 38
etheral 38
exceed 38
eye in triangle 38
fallacy 38
families 38
fierce 38
forever and ever 38
forfeited 38
Gaia 38
Ganymede 38

gematria 38

(Greek: meaning geometry, is an Assyro-Babylonian-
Greek system of code and numerology later adopted into 
Jewish culture that assigns numerical value to a word or 
phrase in the belief that words or phrases with identical 
numerical values bear some relation to each other or bear 
some relation to the number itself as it may apply to 
nature, a person's age, the calendar year, or the like. 
Similar systems, some of which were derived from or 
inspired by Hebrew gematria, have been used in other 
languages and cultures. The best-known example of 
Hebrew gematria is the word Chai ("alive"), which is 
composed of two letters that (using the assignments in the 
Mispar gadol table shown below) add up to 18. This has 
made 18 a "lucky number" among Jews, and gifts in 
multiples of 18 are very popular)

get a clue 38
girlfriend 38
God is not a God 38
God is your belief 38

Graviora manent 38
(Latin: "heavier things remain" from Virgil's Aeneid 6:84; 
more severe things await, the worst is yet to come)

grief stricken 38
habitual 38
hallucinations 38
he alone 38



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
head 38
high five 38
how thou didst come hither? 38
humiliated 38
I am every element 38
I am saved 38
I am thy Theban, O Mentu 38
I will not be taken 38
ill-ordered 38
in underland 38
increase 38

Iron Maiden 38

(an English heavy metal band formed in Leyton, East 
London, in 1975 by bassist and primary songwriter Steve 
Harris. The band's discography has grown to thirty-eight 
albums, including sixteen studio albums, eleven live 
albums, four EPs, and seven compilations)

irretrievable 38
Jihad 38
Lady Sage 38

Lokapalas 38

(Sanskrit and Pali for "guardian of the world", has different 
uses depending on whether it is found in a Hindu or 
Buddhist context. In Hinduism, lokapala refers to the 
Guardians of the Directions associated with the four 
cardinal directions. In Buddhism, lokapala refers to the 
Four Heavenly Kings, and to other protector spirits, 
whereas the Guardians of the Directions are referred to as 
the 'dikpalas')

luggage 38

marijuana 38

(Cannabis, also known as marijuana among other names, 
is a preparation of the Cannabis plant intended for use as 
a psychoactive drug or medicine. The main psychoactive 
part of cannabis is tetrahydrocannabinol (THC); one of 
483 known compounds in the plant, including at least 65 
other cannabinoids. Cannabis can be used by smoking, 
vaporization, within food, or as an extract. Cannabis is 
often used for its mental and physical effects, such as a 
"high" or "stoned" feeling, a general change in perception, 
euphoria (heightened mood), and an increase in appetite. 
Short term side effects may include a decrease in short-
term memory, dry mouth, impaired motor skills, red eyes, 
and feelings of paranoia or anxiety. Long term side effects 
may include addiction, decreased mental ability in those 
who started as teenagers, and behavioral problems in 
children whose mothers used cannabis during pregnancy. 
Onset of effects is within minutes when smoked and about 
30 to 60 minutes when cooked and eaten. They last for 
between two and six hours)

Mastercard 38
meander 38
meaningful 38
messhead 38
Migdal 38 (a Hebrew word for tower)



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

neither neither 38

(The Neither Neither Principle is essentially neutralizing 
energetic phenomena in your energy bodies by affirming 
their existence, affirming the opposite of their existence, 
then denying both. This is difficult because as you mention 
the myriad energetic phenomena, you must feel them in 
their entirety. "I am manic, I am Depressed, I am neither 
manic nor depressed." So you must "feel" the energies 
responsible for mania, then "feel" the energies responsible 
for depression, the feel them both simultaneously and use 
them to neutralize each other. It's wise to start with a list of 
traits to neutralize. The bigger they are, the better (and 
harder) they are to neutralize)

obedient 38
ogdoad 38
over my dead body 38

pingala 38

(In regard to Kundalini yoga, there are three important 
nadis: ida, pingala, and sushumna. Ida "comfort") lies to 
the left of the spine, whereas pingala "tawny (brown)", 
"golden", "solar") is to the right side of the spine, mirroring 
the ida. Sushumna "very gracious", "kind") runs along the 
spinal cord in the center, through the seven chakras. 
Under the correct conditions the energy of kundalini is said 
to uncoil and enter sushumna through the brahma dwara 
or gate of Brahma at the base of the spine. The Shiva 
Samhita treatise on yoga states, for example, that out of 
350,000 nadis 14 are particularly important, and among 
them, the three just mentioned are the three most vital)

policeman 38
preacher 38

Rabbi 38

(a teacher of Torah. This title derives from the Hebrew 
word rabi, meaning "My Master" (irregular plural rabanim), 
which is the way a student would address a master of 
Torah. The word "master" rav literally means "great one")

random paradox 38
redneck 38
resistance is futile 38
Ribald 38

sacred geometry 38

(ascribes symbolic and sacred meanings to certain 
geometric shapes and certain geometric proportions. It is 
associated with the belief that God is the geometer of the 
world. The geometry used in the design and construction 
of religious structures such as churches, temples, 
mosques, religious monuments, altars, and tabernacles 
has sometimes been considered sacred. The concept 
applies also to sacred spaces such as temenoi, sacred 
groves, village greens and holy wells, and the creation of 
religious art)

Saint Germain 38

(Saint-Germain-des-Prés: An area of Paris where a former 
abbey of the same name once stood; Braque Saint-
Germain (translated into English as the St. Germain 
Pointing Dog) is a medium-large breed of dog, a versatile 
hunter used for hunting as a gun dog and pointer as well 
as for hunting other small game. Braque is a term 
meaning pointing dogs. The breed was created around 
1830 by crossing English and French pointing type dogs)

sealed 38
self-realization 38
self-begotten 38
space ship one 38
stark raving mad 38



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
stupid Americans 38
succeed 38
take this into account 38
teacher 38
thanks for the memories 38
the code 38
the Diamond Sutra 38 (see: Diamond Sutra = 29)
the dragon slayer 38
the golden cup 38

The Great Gatsby 38

(a 1925 novel written by American author F. Scott 
Fitzgerald that follows a cast of characters living in the 
fictional town of West Egg on prosperous Long Island in 
the summer of 1922. The story primarily concerns the 
young and mysterious millionaire Jay Gatsby and his 
quixotic passion and obsession for the beautiful former 
debutante Daisy Buchanan. Considered to be Fitzgerald's 
magnum opus, The Great Gatsby explores themes of 
decadence, idealism, resistance to change, social 
upheaval, and excess, creating a portrait of the Jazz Age 
or the Roaring Twenties that has been described as a 
cautionary tale regarding the American Dream)

The Great Potentate 38

The Green One 38

(a sculpture, or other representation of a face surrounded 
by or made from leaves. Branches or vines may sprout 
from the nose, mouth, nostrils or other parts of the face 
and these shoots may bear flowers or fruit. Commonly 
used as a decorative architectural ornament, Green Men 
are frequently found in carvings on both secular and 
ecclesiastical buildings. "The Green Man" is also a popular 
name for English public houses and various interpretations 
of the name appear on inn signs, which sometimes show a 
full figure rather than just the head. The Green Man motif 
has many variations. Found in many cultures from many 
ages around the world, the Green Man is often related to 
natural vegetative deities. It is primarily interpreted as a 
symbol of rebirth, representing the cycle of growth each 
spring. Some speculate that the mythology of the Green 
Man developed independently in the traditions of separate 
ancient cultures and evolved into the wide variety of 
examples found throughout history)

the NAEQ has ten worlds 38
the Star of life 38
the true magic 38
the vagina of Nuit 38
The ways of the Khabs run through me, to stir me or still 
me 38
the wide air 38
theocratic 38
this is all fools gold 38
time after time 38
unlocking the secrets 38
unprejudiced 38
voices of the Gods 38
what a precise way of putting things 38
wind bag 38
world peace 38
ye shall laugh not long 38 (AL II:56)



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
Yod Heh Vau Heh 38 (the Tetragrammaton)
47 47 ( forty seven = -9 = 43 = 0 )
a believer 47
a child 47
a gift from God 47
a little lamb 47
a nail in the foot 47
a rock dragon 47
abandon 47
accursed forever 47
adages 47
adagio 47
addiction 47
affection 47
Afghan 47
afield 47
Age of Pan 47
Akhenaten 47
alien resident 47
all you saw of me was a shape 47
allow it to penetrate deep 47
alphabet 47
ambled 47
amoeba 47
an iron fist in a silk glove 47
and you thought death was the answer 47
angelic 47
annihilate 47
anti-parallel 47
ashamed 47
atomic bomb 47
avant-garde 47
avatar of paradox 47
badger 47
Balakrsna (The child form of Krishna) 47
banked 47
barged 47
bedlam 47
beeped 47
begging 47
belied 47
Big Bird 47
bird life 47
blamed 47
bleeder 47
blind and stupid 47
boccie 47
breach 47



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
called 47
castles in the air 47
cherished 47
Cinco de Mayo 47
circumcised 47
cloaked 47
closer and closer 47
company of heaven 47
concealed truth 47
cubical 47
Da'ath destroyed 47
deepening 47
defective 47
detachment 47

diacetylmorphine 47

(Heroin is an opioid pain killer. It is also used less 
commonly as a cough suppressant and as an anti-
diarrheal. Heroin is used as a recreational drug for its 
euphoric effects. Frequent and regular administration is 
associated with tolerance and physical dependence. In 
some countries it is available for prescription to long-term 
users as a form of opioid replacement therapy alongside 
counseling. Administered intravenously by injection, heroin 
is two to four times more potent than morphine and is 
faster in its onset of action. Illicit heroin is sometimes 
available in a matte-white powder freebase form. Because 
of its lower boiling point, the freebase form of heroin is 
smokable. It is the 3,6-diacetyl ester of morphine. Heroin 
was first made by C. R. Alder Wright in 1874 by adding 
two acetyl groups to the molecule morphine, a natural 
product of the opium poppy. Internationally, heroin is 
controlled under Schedules I and IV of the Single 
Convention on Narcotic Drugs. It is generally illegal to 
manufacture, possess, or sell heroin without a license. In 
2004 Afghanistan produced roughly 87% of the world 
supply in illicit raw opium. However, the production rate in 
Mexico rose sixfold from 2007 to 2011, making Mexico the 
second-largest opium producer in the world)

disintegrated 47
divine conception 47
draconian 47
draconian ways 47
eagle eye to eye 47
egomania 47
ego death 47
electric predators 47
encouraged 47
enveloped in light 47
ever increasing 47
eye in the triangle 47
failed 47
fecundate 47
fell asleep 47
final finish 47
find out who the real idiot is 47
fireball 47



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
For I am perfect 47 (AL II:15)
force of all 47
fragmented 47
freedom is the law 47
fucking Christians 47
gain proper fear 47

Galilee 47

(a region in northern Israel. It overlaps with much of the 
administrative Northern District of the country, with the 
exception of the Golan Heights and the Valleys (Jezreel, 
Harod, Beth Shean and Jordan Valleys with Mount 
Gilboa). Traditionally divided into Upper Galilee (Hebrew: 
Galil Elyon), Lower Galilee (Hebrew: Galil Tahton), and 
Western Galilee (Hebrew: Galil Ma'aravi), extending from 
Dan to the north, at the base of Mount Hermon, along 
Mount Lebanon to the ridges of Mount Carmel and Mount 
Gilboa north of Jenin and Tulkarm to the south, and from 
the Jordan Rift Valley to the east across the plains of the 
Jezreel Valley and Acre to the shores of the 
Mediterranean Sea and the coastal plain in the west. 
Historically, the part of Southern Lebanon south of the 
east-west section of the Litani River also belonged to the 
region of Galilee, but the present article mainly deals with 
the Israeli part of the region)

gambling 47
gas pedal 47

George Walker Bush 47

(born July 6, 1946 is an American politician who served as 
the 43rd President of the United States from 2001 to 2009 
and 46th Governor of Texas from 1995 to 2000. The 
eldest son of Barbara and George H. W. Bush, he was 
born in New Haven, Connecticut. After graduating from 
Yale University in 1968 and Harvard Business School in 
1975, he worked in oil businesses. He married Laura 
Welch in 1977 and ran unsuccessfully for the House of 
Representatives shortly thereafter. He later co-owned the 
Texas Rangers baseball team before defeating Ann 
Richards in the 1994 Texas gubernatorial election. He was 
elected president in 2000 after a close and controversial 
election against Al Gore, becoming the fourth president to 
be elected while receiving fewer popular votes nationwide 
than an opponent. He is the second president to have 
been the son of a former president, the first having been 
John Quincy Adams. He is also the brother of Jeb Bush, a 
former Governor of Florida and former candidate for the 
Republican presidential nomination in the 2016 
presidential election. Eight months into Bush's first term as 
president, the September 11 terrorist attacks occurred. 
Bush responded with what became known as the Bush 
Doctrine: launching a "War on Terror", an international 
military campaign which included the war in Afghanistan, 
in 2001, and the Iraq War, in 2003. He also promoted 
policies on the economy, health care, education, social 
security reform, and amending the Constitution to prohibit 
same-sex marriage. He signed into law broad tax cuts, the 
Patriot Act, the No Child Left Behind Act, the Partial-Birth 
Abortion Ban Act, Medicare prescription drug benefits for 
seniors, and funding for the AIDS relief program known as 
PEPFAR. His tenure saw national debates on immigration, 
Social Security, electronic surveillance, and torture)



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
get a life = = = = = hallucinogen = he touched me = 
hibernating = high elevation = how about a little 
electrostimulation? = how much to do I have to see? = I 
think it's heavy around here = immortal experience = 
improbable = in the light of day = intangible = isn't this 
what you have been looking for? = it's not often enemies 
talk nowadays = Kitab i Iqan ("The Book of Certitude") = 
knowing the great mystery of the house of God = law of 
the dragon = left field = liabilities = liberty love life light = 
Magna Mater (Latin: Great Mother) = majestic king = 
mentally retarded = mercy let be off (AL III:18) 47
get the connection 47
gibberish 47
God is speaking in songs 47

Gravediggaz 47

(an American hip hop group from New York City, known 
for its dark sense of humor and abrasive, menacing 
soundscapes. The group was formed in 1992, bringing 
together Prince Paul (The Undertaker), Frukwan (The 
Gatekeeper), Poetic (The Grym Reaper) and RZA (The 
RZArector). It came about largely due to the efforts of 
Prince Paul. The group pioneered the small hip-hop 
subgenre of horrorcore)

Merkaba 47

(Merkabah/Merkavah mysticism (or Chariot mysticism) is a 
school of early Jewish mysticism, circa 100 BCE – 1000 
CE, centered on visions such as those found in the Book 
of Ezekiel chapter 1, or in the hekhalot ("palaces") 
literature, concerning stories of ascents to the heavenly 
palaces and the Throne of God. The main corpus of the 
Merkabah literature was composed in Israel in the period 
200–700 CE, although later references to the Chariot 
tradition can also be found in the literature of the 
Chassidei Ashkenaz in the Middle Ages. A major text in 
this tradition is the Maaseh Merkabah (Works of the 
Chariot). The noun merkabah "thing to ride in, cart" is 
derived from the consonantal root r-k-b with the general 
meaning "to ride". The word "chariot" is found 44 times in 
the Masoretic text of the Hebrew Bible – most of them 
referring to normal chariots on earth, and although the 
concept of the Merkabah is associated with Ezekiel's 
vision (1:4-26), the word is not explicitly written in Ezekiel 
1. However, when left untranslated, in English the Hebrew 
term merkabah relates to the throne-chariot of God in 
prophetic visions. It is most closely associated with the 
vision in Ezekiel chapter 1 of the four-wheeled vehicle 
driven by four hayyot ("living creatures"), each of which 
has four wings and the four faces of a man, lion, ox, and 
eagle or vulture)



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

Michael 47

(Saint Michael the Archangel or Micha'el is an archangel in 
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. Roman Catholics, the 
Eastern Orthodox, Anglicans, and Lutherans refer to him 
as "Saint Michael the Archangel" and also as "Saint 
Michael". Oriental and Eastern Orthodox Christians refer 
to him as the "Taxiarch Archangel Michael" or simply 
"Archangel Michael". Michael is mentioned three times in 
the Book of Daniel, once as a "great prince who stands up 
for the children of your people". The idea that Michael was 
the advocate of the Jews became so prevalent; that in 
spite of the rabbinical prohibition against appealing to 
angels as intermediaries between God and his people, 
Michael came to occupy a certain place in the Jewish 
liturgy. In the New Testament Michael leads God's armies 
against Satan's forces in the Book of Revelation, where 
during the war in heaven he defeats Satan. In the Epistle 
of Jude Michael is specifically referred to as "the 
archangel Michael". Christian sanctuaries to Michael 
appeared in the 4th century, when he was first seen as a 
healing angel, and then over time as a protector and the 
leader of the army of God against the forces of evil. By the 
6th century, devotions to Archangel Michael were 
widespread both in the Eastern and Western Churches. 
Over time, teachings on Michael began to vary among 
Christian denominations)

minor arcana 47
misleading 47
modified 47
Mr. Roger's Neighborhood 47

Muladhara 47

(English: "root support" or root chakra is one of the seven 
primary chakras according to Hindu tantrism. It may be 
represented by the color red, but its root square form is 
usually yellow)

Naked Lunch 47

(sometimes The Naked Lunch is a novel by American 
writer William S. Burroughs, originally published in 1959. 
The book is structured as a series of loosely connected 
vignettes. Burroughs stated that the chapters are intended 
to be read in any order. The reader follows the narration of 
junkie William Lee, who takes on various aliases, from the 
US to Mexico, eventually to Tangier and the dreamlike 
Interzone. The vignettes (which Burroughs called 
"routines") are drawn from Burroughs' own experience in 
these places, and his addiction to drugs (heroin, morphine, 
and while in Tangier, majoun (a strong marijuana 
confection) as well as a German opioid, brand name 
Eukodol, of which he wrote frequently). The novel was 
included in Time magazine's "100 Best English-language 
Novels from 1923 to 2005". In 1991, David Cronenberg 
released a film of the same name based upon the novel 
and other Burroughs writings)



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

Neanderthals 47

(named after the Valley of the Neander River area in 
Germany, were a species or subspecies of human in the 
genus Homo which became extinct between 40,000 and 
28,000 years ago. They were closely related to modern 
humans, having DNA over 99.5% the same. Remains left 
by Neanderthals include bone and stone tools, which are 
found in Eurasia, from Western Europe to Central, 
Northern, and Western Asia. Neanderthals are generally 
classified by paleontologists as the species Homo 
neanderthalensis, having separated from the Homo 
sapiens lineage 600,000 years ago, or alternatively as a 
subspecies of Homo sapiens (Homo sapiens 
neanderthalensis). Several cultural assemblages have 
been linked to the Neanderthals in Europe. The earliest, 
the Mousterian stone tool culture, dates to about 300,000 
years ago. Late Mousterian artifacts were found in 
Gorham's Cave on the south-facing coast of Gibraltar)

pandemic 47

(an epidemic of infectious disease that has spread through 
human populations across a large region; for instance 
multiple continents, or even worldwide. A widespread 
endemic disease that is stable in terms of how many 
people are getting sick from it is not a pandemic. Further, 
flu pandemics generally exclude recurrences of seasonal 
flu. Throughout history, there have been a number of 
pandemics, such as smallpox and tuberculosis. One of the 
most devastating pandemics was the Black Death, killing 
over 75 million people in 1350. The most recent 
pandemics include the HIV pandemic as well as the 1918 
and 2009 H1N1 pandemics)

pandemoplasmodium 47

(The ultimate fusion of the entire earth into one giant mass 
of writhing human flesh with no remaining space for 
anything but humanity drowning in itself and its waste 
products)

parchment of our life 47
perfect trust and perfect love 47
phase space 47
radioactive 47
relationships require much effort 47
religionless religion 47
reprimanded 47
ripping chaos apart 47

sacrilege 47

(The violation or profanation of anything sacred or held 
sacred. The stealing of anything consecrated to the 
service of God)

salamanders 47
significant other 47
so you think you can tell heaven from hell 47
spiritual water is the source of life 47
step away from falsehood 47
that which all men shun 47
the action of a word 47
the dreamtime 47
the eater of dung 47
the gematria prophet 47
the giant and the worm 47
the hell I am 47
The NAEQ tree is a Star 47
The ordeals thou shalt oversee thyself 47 (AL III:42)



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
the reality board 47
the scarlet thread of truth 47
the sickness of earth 47
the water bearer 47 (Aquarius)
the year two thousand and five 47 -2005
theocracy is obsolete 47
there is no free lunch 47
They shall not harm ye at all 47 (AL II:22)
transcended 47
vegetable 47
you are getting the bird 47
56 56 ( fifty six = -6 = 19 = 26 = -33 = 27 = -18 = 68 = -6 )
a fire dragon 56
a fool will minimize important facts 56
a fire dragon 56
a heart of gold 56
a witness in numbers bending upon them 56
accept correction 56
add subtract multiply divide 56
a king in a bottle 56
all around the NAEQ 56
an earth dragon 56
an end over the end 56
anthem in the NAEQ 56
Armageddon happy hour 56
arts and sciences 56
as above so below one world order 56
avatar of the paradox 56
beaked 56
before the dawn 56
benefited 56
big bang 56
big daddy 56
black knight 56
bladed 56
blood is sacred 56
cannibal 56
causing resonance 56
certain consciousness of bliss 56
changed 56
chaos is freedom 56
child abuse 56
childlike empress 56
clear dragon 56
cloned archetype 56
could this be a sign? 56
crib death 56
dancehawk 56



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
darkened corners 56
dead fish 56
death and taxes 56
decapitate 56
dedication 56
degenerate 56
deified 56
dejected 56
descending 56
disabled 56
disgraced 56
double pentagrams 56
eager expectation 56
emancipating 56
fabrication 56
face off 56
faith healers 56
fallen embers 56
false accusations 56
fax machine 56
fear the reaper 56
figurehead 56
for why? Because thou wast the knower, and me 56 (AL II:13)
galactic 56
Gematria of Nothing 56 (GoN)
get carried away 56
get it and get it good 56
Gillian Anderson 56 (the actress who played Agent Scully on the X-Files)
go to the kingdom hall 56
handicap 56
he who will wake the dragons 56
hieroglyphic force 56
holy war declared 56
Horus is protected by the weeping of his mother 56
I am convinced 56
I am the light of the world 56
I defied 56
I have been surrounded 56
impenetrable gloom 56
Jacinda 56
Jean Chretien 56 (20th Prime Minister of Canada)
Let the rituals be rightly performed with joy & beauty! 56 (AL II:35)

Ludwig Otto Friedrich Wilhelm 56

(Ludwig II of Bavaria born 25 August 1845 died 13 June 
1886 was King of Bavaria from 1864 until his death in 
1886. He is sometimes called the Swan King (English) and 
der Marchenkonig, the Fairy Tale King (German). He also 
held the titles of Count Palatine of the Rhine, Duke of 
Bavaria, Duke of Franconia, and Duke in Swabia)



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

Mahakali 56

(literally translated as Great Kali, is the Hindu Goddess of 
time and death, considered to be the consort of Shiva the 
God of consciousness, and the basis of Reality and 
existence. According to the Markendeya Purana she is an 
aspect of the goddess Durga. Mahakali in Sanskrit is 
etymologically the feminized variant of Mahakala or Great 
Time (which is interpreted also as Death), an epithet of the 
God Shiva in Hinduism. Mahakali is the form of the 
Goddess Durga (Parvati) beyond time, Kali, who is the 
force of the anger of Durga and is an aspect of Durga or 
Adi parashakti, and therefore her color is black. She is 
believed to be the greatest aspect of Kali whom many 
Hindus hold as a Divine Mother)

Mundus vult decipi, ergo decipiatur 56
(Latin: "The world wants to be deceived, so let it be 
deceived")

one hell of a time 56
partake of this with thanksgiving 56
peaceably 56
proclaimed his law 56
reasonable doubt 56
reclaimed 56
reincarnated 56
sacrificing 56
son and daughters of light 56
the axle of the wheel (AL II:7) 56
the cosmic cube 56
the dark powers are not the all 56

The Eye in the Triangle 56

(An Interpretation of Aleister Crowley by Israel Regardie 
originally published in 1970 with an introduction by Robert 
Anton Wilson. This is the masterful biography of the 
Magus Aleister Crowley, written by the one person most 
qualified to write it. Israel Regardie was a friend and 
student of Crowley's, and served as his personal secretary 
for some time. In this book, Regardie manages to write a 
fair and balanced view of Crowley. It is an intelligent and 
insightful look into Crowley's life, Magick and Mysticism. 
Dr. Regardie interprets all this from the wisdom of 
experience. A member of the Golden Dawn, O.T.O. and A.
A., Regardie writes with deep insight and compassion, 
openly revealing his own feelings, and thus providing a 
unique insight into Crowley. This book is the classic 
biography of Crowley)

the factor infinite 56
the heirs of heaven 56
the life force 56
the red gleam 56
the ripple effect 56
the second beast 56
Though be of the Princes 56 (AL I:53)
understandable 56
We are not for the poor and sad 56 (AL II:18)
wisdom and understanding 56
Yahweh, your fears have become truth 56
65 65 ( sixty five = -13 = 42 = -30 = 13 )
a pissed off dragon 65
a great earthquake 65



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
Bahamaat 65
be indifferent 65
beauty and understanding 65
believable 65
beneath the clear starry night sky 65
big awakening 65
born again Christians 65
care to dance? 65
celestial dragon 65
contains all and none 65

Danballa 65

(Damballa or Damballah or Danbala is one of the most 
important of all the loa. Damballa is the Sky Father and 
the primordial creator of all life. He rules the mind, 
intellect, and cosmic equilibrium. Damballa, as the serpent 
spirit and "The Great Master", created the cosmos by 
using his 7,000 coils to form the stars and the planets in 
the heavens and to shape the hills and valleys on earth. 
By shedding the serpent skin, Damballa created all the 
waters on the earth. Damballa is syncretized with either 
Saint Patrick, Christ the Redeemer, Our Lady of Mercy, or 
Moses)

Defection from God 65
defended 65
defy my dedication 65
dependence 65
diamonds in the sand 65
difference 65
discombobulated 65
dragon magick 65
fallen angel 65
feel the flames 65
female bird 65
field of dreams 65
flesh and blood 65
Frangar non flectar 65 (Latin: "I am broken, I am not deflected")
hallowed be thy name 65
having a ball 65
he climbed 65
he is clearly a king 65
her power is as nothing compared to him 65
I gave God a body 65



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

Indigo children 65

(according to a pseudoscientific New Age concept, are 
children who are believed to possess special, unusual, 
and sometimes supernatural traits or abilities. They are 
sometimes also referred to as crystal children or star 
children. The idea is based on concepts developed in the 
1970s by Nancy Ann Tappe and further developed by Jan 
Tober and Lee Carroll. The concept of indigo children 
gained popular interest with the publication of a series of 
books in the late 1990s and the release of several films in 
the following decade. A variety of books, conferences and 
related materials have been created surrounding belief in 
the idea of indigo children and their nature and abilities. 
The interpretations of these beliefs range from their being 
the next stage in human evolution, in some cases 
possessing paranormal abilities such as telepathy, to the 
belief that they are more empathetic and creative than 
their peers)

Israel Regardie 65

(Francis Israel Regardie born November 17, 1907 died 
March 10, 1985, known simply as Israel Regardie, was an 
occultist, a writer, and Aleister Crowley's personal 
secretary and transcriptionist, widely known for his books 
and commentaries on the Hermetic Order of the Golden 
Dawn)

Lady Babalon 65

(also known as the Scarlet Woman, Great Mother or 
Mother of Abominations is a goddess found in the mystical 
system of Thelema, which was established in 1904 with 
English author and occultist Aleister Crowley's writing of 
The Book of the Law, her name being later given in other 
works. In her most abstract form, she represents the 
female sexual impulse and the liberated woman. In the 
creed of the Gnostic Mass she is also identified with 
Mother Earth, in her most fertile sense. At the same time, 
Crowley believed that Babalon had an earthly aspect in 
the form of a spiritual office, which could be filled by actual 
women -- usually as a counterpart to his own identification 
as "To Mega Therion" (The Great Beast) -- whose duty 
was then to help manifest the energies of the current Aeon 
of Horus. Her consort is Chaos, the "Father of Life" and 
the male form of the Creative Principle. Babalon is often 
described as being girt with a sword and riding the Beast. 
She is often referred to as a sacred whore, and her 
primary symbol is the Chalice or Graal. As Crowley wrote 
in his The Book of Thoth, "she rides astride the Beast; in 
her left hand she holds the reins, representing the passion 
which unites them. In her right she holds aloft the cup, the 
Holy Grail aflame with love and death. In this cup are 
mingled the elements of the sacrament of the Aeon") = 
Left hand of God (Gabriel is interpreted by the Rabbanim 
to be the "man in linen" in the Book of Daniel and the Book 
of Ezekiel. In the Book of Daniel, he is responsible for 
interpreting Daniel's visions. Gabriel's main function in 
Daniel is that of revealer, a role he continues in later 
literature. In the Book of Ezekiel, Gabriel is understood to 
be the angel that was sent to destroy Jerusalem. 
According to the Jewish Encyclopedia, Gabriel takes the 
form of a man, and stands at the left hand of God)

let it be revealed 65
Let the evil ones be cast away (AL II:5) 65
love and peace 65
metallic dragon masters 65
miracles do happen 65
modern Qabala 65



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

Naseer Ahmad 65

(Naseer Ahmad Nasir was an Islamic scholar and 
philosopher from Pakistan, born in 1910. He wrote a 
biography of Muhammad, Paighambar e Azam O Aakhir. 
Nasir researched aesthetics and its foundations in the 
Quran. This work eventually was published in a book, 
Jamaliaat Quran e Hakeem Ki Roshani Mai "Aesthetics in 
the Light of the Quran")

Osiris is a black God 65

Papa Legba 65

(In Haitian Vodou, Papa Legba is the loa who serves as 
the intermediary between the loa and humanity. He stands 
at a spiritual crossroads and gives (or denies) permission 
to speak with the spirits of Guinee, and is believed to 
speak all human languages. In Haiti, he is the great 
elocutioner. Legba facilitates communication, speech, and 
understanding. He usually appears as an old man on a 
crutch or with a cane, wearing a broad brimmed straw hat 
and smoking a pipe, or sparkling water. The dog is sacred 
to him. Legba is syncretized with Saint Peter, Saint 
Lazarus, and Saint Anthony)

pathological liar 65
piratical theocracy 65
recycled materials 65
remember all ye that existence is pure joy 65 (AL II:9)
Sandhya Bhasa 65 ("twilight language")
seek the way and you shall find the power 65
shine Khab in the Khu 65
tear out the falsehood, lift up the veil 65
tear down the walls that hold you inside 65

Terence McKenna 65

(Terence Kemp McKenna born November 16, 1946 died 
April 3, 2000 was an American ethnobotanist, mystic, 
psychonaut, lecturer, author, and an advocate for the 
responsible use of naturally occurring psychedelic plants. 
He spoke and wrote about a variety of subjects, including 
psychedelic drugs, plant-based entheogens, shamanism, 
metaphysics, alchemy, language, philosophy, culture, 
technology, environmentalism, and the theoretical origins 
of human consciousness. He was called the "Timothy 
Leary of the '90s", "one of the leading authorities on the 
ontological foundations of shamanism", and the 
"intellectual voice of rave culture". McKenna put forward a 
hypothesis contending that the ingestion of the 
psychedelic mushroom Psilocybe cubensis was one of the 
main transformative factors, and catalytic, in the early 
evolution of consciousness in Homo sapiens)

the Big Bang 65

(The Big Bang theory is the prevailing cosmological model 
for the universe from the earliest known periods through 
its subsequent large-scale evolution. The model accounts 
for the fact that the universe expanded from a very high 
density and high temperature state, and offers a 
comprehensive explanation for a broad range of 
phenomena, including the abundance of light elements, 
the cosmic microwave background, large scale structure 
and Hubble's Law. If the known laws of physics are 
extrapolated beyond where they have been verified, there 
is a singularity. Some estimates place this moment at 
approximately 13.8 billion years ago, which is thus 
considered the age of the universe. After the initial 
expansion, the universe cooled sufficiently to allow the 
formation of subatomic particles, and later simple atoms. 
Giant clouds of these primordial elements later coalesced 
through gravity to form stars and galaxies)

the Children of men 65 (AL I:5)



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
the end in an end 65
the factor infinite and unknown 65
the fire of his anger 65
the great order of dragons 65
the kingdom sits upon the throne of understanding 65
the second death 65
the sign of solar and lunar energy 65
the undead are living too 65
there is nothing hidden 65
torment the lamenting ones, their sheepskin is hollow 65
universal balance 65

74 74
( seventy four = -16 = 31 = -8 = 50 = 4 = -4 = 25 = -9 = 43 
= 0 )

a real awakening 74
74Aeshma Daeva (the Younger Avestan name of Zoroastrianism's demon of "wrath." As a hypostatic entity, Aeshma is variously interpreted as "wrath," "rage," and "fury." His standard epithet is "of the bloody mace." Tri-syllabic aeshma is already attested in Gathic Avestan as aesema, though not yet -- at that early stage -- as an entity. The word has an Indo-Iranian root, descendant of the Proto-Indo-European root *eis, making it cognate with the Latin ira. In the Zoroastrian texts of the 9th–12th centuries, aeshma appears as Middle Persian eshm or kheshm, continuing in Pazend and New Persian as kashm. Judaism's Asmodeus (Talmudic ʼsmdʼy, Book of Tobit asmodios) derives from Avestan aeshma daeva. The Georgian language word for devil-eshmaki-likewise derives from aeshma)
beneficial 74
calling all sheep 74
Child Welfare Services 74
cockroaches and rats 74
did you get the meaning of that? 74
Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law 74 (AL I:40)

English Qabala 74

(or English Kabbalah, refers to several different systems of 
mysticism related to Hermetic Qabalah that interpret the 
letters of the English alphabet via their supposed 
numerological significance. The antiquarian spelling 
"Qabalah" is more common in this context, but the modern 
spelling "Kabbalah" is also found. According to Jake 
Stratton-Kent, the English Qabala is a qabalah and not a 
system of numerology or solely gematria. He believes a 
qabalah is specifically related to three factors: a language, 
a 'holy' text or texts, and mathematical laws at work in 
these two. Gematria, on the other hand, is a system in 
which letters are equated to number values. The letters 
comprising the word or name of person or object are then 
summed together. The number of this sum is termed the 
key of that particular word. Words sharing the same key 
are said to share properties. The letters are often 
tabulated along with their numerical equivalents

eternal embrace 74
fear, guilt, and shame 74
great riddle gate 74
guess they mean to make an impact 74

harmonic convergence 74

(the name given to one of the world's first globally 
synchronized meditation events, which occurred on 
August 16–17, 1987, which also closely coincided with an 
exceptional alignment of planets in the Solar System)

I have a dark gift 74
If Will stops and cries Why, invoking Because, then Will 
stops & does nought 74 (AL II:30)

Kabbalah 74

(literally "receiving/tradition" is an esoteric method, 
discipline, and school of thought that originated in 
Judaism. A traditional Kabbalist in Judaism is called a 
Mekubbal)

since the beginning 74
steel dragon magick 74



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
the dragon holds libra 74
the green language 74
the law has been stated 74
Though with fire and sword it be burnt down & shattered 74 (AL III:34)
upward and downward pentagram 74
74

83 83
( eighty three = 24 = -27 = 11 = 21 = -15 = 62 = -43 = 29 = 
-9 = 43 = 0 )

a mine for a heart of gold 83
an incredible expression of devotion 83
an orange temple has broken 83
and Khabs is the name of my House 83 (AL II:2)
as Alice in Wonderland 83
as I live and breathe 83
effective immediately 83

Enochian Magick 83

(a system of ceremonial magic based on the invocation 
and commanding of various spirits. It is based on the 16th-
century writings of Dr. John Dee and Edward Kelley, who 
claimed that their information, including the revealed 
Enochian language, was delivered to them directly by 
various angels. Dee's journals contained the Enochian 
script, and the tables of correspondences that accompany 
it. Dee and Kelley believed their visions gave them access 
to secrets contained within the apocryphal Book of Enoch)

find blance 83
heart and dagger 83
I am a rose blooming in the desert 83
ignorance causes much pain 83

Kalachakra Tantra 83

(The Kalachakra is a term used in Vajrayana Buddhism 
that means wheel of time or "time-cycles". "Kalacakra" is 
usually used to refer to a very complex teaching and 
practice in Tibetan Buddhism. Although the teaching is 
very advanced and esoteric, there is a tradition of offering 
it to large public audiences. Kalacakra refers both to a 
patron Tantric deity or istadevata, (Wylie: yi dam) of 
Vajrayana Buddhism and to the philosophies and 
meditation practices contained within the Kalacakra Tantra 
and its many commentaries. The Kalacakra Tantra is more 
properly called the Kalacakra Laghutantra, and is said to 
be an abridged form of an original text, the Kalacakra 
Mulatantra which is no longer extant. Some Buddhist 
masters assert that Kalacakra is the most advanced form 
of Vajrayana practice; it certainly is one of the most 
complex systems within tantric Buddhism. The Kalacakra 
tradition revolves around the concept of time (kala) and 
cycles (chakra): from the cycles of the planets, to the 
cycles of human breathing, it teaches the practice of 
working with the most subtle energies within one's body on 
the path to enlightenment)

life force happening 83



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences

Lord Siddartha Gautama 83

(Gautama Buddha, also known as Shakyamuni Buddha, 
or simply the Buddha, was an ascetic (sramana) and 
sage, on whose teachings Buddhism was founded. He is 
believed to have lived and taught mostly in the eastern 
part of the Indian subcontinent sometime between the 
sixth and fourth centuries BCE. Gautama taught a Middle 
Way between sensual indulgence and the severe 
asceticism found in the sramana movement common in 
his region. He later taught throughout other regions of 
eastern India such as Magadha and Kosala. Gautama is 
the primary figure in Buddhism. He is recognized by 
Buddhists as an enlightened or divine teacher who 
attained full Buddhahood, and shared his insights to help 
sentient beings end rebirth and suffering. Accounts of his 
life, discourses, and monastic rules are believed by 
Buddhists to have been summarized after his death and 
memorized by his followers. Various collections of 
teachings attributed to him were passed down by oral 
tradition and first committed to writing about 400 years 
later)

metallic dragon avatar 83
Practical Magick 83
should the righteous one strike me it would be a kindness 83
the abomination of desolation 83
the dead can live 83
the magick circle 83
The Manifestation of Nuit is at an end 83 (AL I:66)
the meaning of death 83
the NAEQ has come alive 83
the tempest arose, and the music of the lutes was stilled 83
92 92 ( ninety two = -19 = 55 = 18 = 39 = -2 = 13 )
a King concealed 92 (AL II:59)
and they had never seen the likes 92

Barack H. Obama 92

(born August 4, 1961, is an American politician serving as 
the 44th President of the United States. He is the first 
African American to hold the office, as well as the first 
president born outside of the continental United States. 
Born in Honolulu, Hawaii, Obama is a graduate of 
Columbia University and Harvard Law School, where he 
served as president of the Harvard Law Review. He was a 
community organizer in Chicago before earning his law 
degree. He worked as a civil rights attorney and taught 
constitutional law at University of Chicago Law School 
between 1992 and 2004. He served three terms 
representing the 13th District in the Illinois Senate from 
1997 to 2004, and ran unsuccessfully in the Democratic 
primary for the United States House of Representatives in 
2000 against incumbent Bobby Rush)

become enlightened 92

Boards of Canada 92

(a Scottish electronic music duo consisting of brothers 
Michael Sandison (born 1 June 1970) and Marcus Eoin 
(born Marcus Eoin Sandison, 21 July 1971). They have 
released several works on Warp Records with little 
advertising and few interviews, while also having an 
elusive and obscure back-catalogue of releases on their 
self-run Music70 label. They have also recorded at least 
four tracks under the alias of Hell Interface)

gematria is the machine 92
hidden agenda 92
I have a nearly perfect bite 92



Transliteration # Definition or Recursion of Infinite Indifferences
I'll be coming back 92
there is a difference 92

101 101
( one hundred one = 40 = 14 = 37 = -11 = 50 = 4 = -4 = 25 
= -9 = 43 = 0 )

I am alone: there is no God where I am 101 (AL II:23)
Paste the sheets from right to left and from top to bottom: 
then behold! 101 (AL III:73)
Satan transforms himself into an Angel of light 101
The Khabs is in the Khu, not the Khu in the Khabs 101 (AL I:8)
The marriage of Satan and Christ 101
This phrase is one of the more remarkable in the text 101
Through the fourth ordeal ultimate sparks of the intimate 
fire 101 (AL III:67)
110 110 ( one hundred ten = 35 = -2 = 13 )
Another Sacrifice shall stain the tomb 110 (AL III:34)
Every number is infinite; there is no difference 110 (AL I:4)
I will be everything and nothing all at once 110
in the end and the beginning 110
is the manifest created and destroyed 110
the peace that passes all understanding 110
119 119 ( one hundred nineteen = 58 = 25 = -9 = 43 = 0 )
and the name thereof shall be no more 119

128 128
( one hundred twenty eight = 30 = -16 = 31 = -8 = 50 = 4 = 
-4 = 25 = -9 = 43 = 0 )

giving should always make a difference 128
The child of thy bowels, he shall behold them 128 (AL I:55)


